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SUMMARY
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is characterized by a targeted attack on oligodendroglia (OLG) andmyelin by immune
cells, which are thought to be the main drivers of MS susceptibility. We found that immune genes exhibit a
primed chromatin state in single mouse and human OLG in a non-disease context, compatible with transi-
tions to immune-competent states in MS. We identified BACH1 and STAT1 as transcription factors involved
in immune gene regulation in oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs). A subset of immune genes presents
bivalency of H3K4me3/H3K27me3 in OPCs, with Polycomb inhibition leading to their increased activation
upon interferon gamma (IFN-g) treatment. Some MS susceptibility single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) overlap with these regulatory regions in mouse and human OLG. Treatment of mouse OPCs with
IFN-g leads to chromatin architecture remodeling at these loci and altered expression of interacting genes.
Thus, the susceptibility forMSmay involveOLG,which therefore constitutes novel targets for immunological-
based therapies for MS.
INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have allowed the

identification of hundreds of single-nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) associated with susceptibility for multiple sclerosis

(MS), many of which are located near genes expressed in the

central and peripheral immune system (International Multiple

Sclerosis Genetics Consortium, 2019). The etiology of MS is

thought to involve malfunction of peripheral immune cells,

which migrate to the central nervous system (CNS) and target

oligodendroglia (OLG)-derived myelin (Sen et al., 2020), and

many of the current therapeutical approaches in MS target
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different modes of action of immune cells (Tintore et al.,

2019). Oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) in the adult

CNS are recruited to MS lesions and are thought to contribute

to remyelination during disease remission (Franklin and

Ffrench-Constant, 2017), although this capacity is hindered

upon disease progression (J€akel et al., 2019; Yeung et al.,

2019). OPCs transition to an immune-like state in the context

of MS and demyelination (Absinta et al., 2021; Falcão et al.,

2019; Fernández-Castañeda et al., 2020; J€akel et al., 2019;

Kirby et al., 2019). Immune OPCs can present antigens to

CD4 (Falcão et al., 2019) and CD8 T cells (Fernández-Casta-

ñeda et al., 2020; Kirby et al., 2019).
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Here, we have investigated the chromatin accessibility (CA)

landscape at single-cell level in OLG in the experimental autoim-

mune encephalomyelitis (EAE) mouse model of MS, using

single-cell assay for transposase accessible chromatin using

sequencing (scATAC-seq) alone and in combination with

scRNA-seq. We found that a cohort of immune genes increases

CA in the context of EAE, whereas others already exhibit open

chromatin in control (Ctr)-OLG, suggesting chromatin priming

for these genes. Interferon gamma (IFN-g) leads to their tran-

scriptional activation, by a combination of increased CA,

changes in the chromatin architecture, removal of histonemarks,

and/or regulation of the binding and activity of the transcription

factors signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)1

and BTB and CNC homology (BACH)1. Single-cell multi-ome

analysis of the healthy human brain indicated that chromatin

priming occurs in several neural cell types. Moreover, MS sus-

ceptibility SNPs overlap with CA regions in OLG, some of which

associated with genes regulated by IFN-g, suggesting that MS

risk might not be exclusively associated with immune cell types.

RESULTS

Differential CA allows identification of disease-specific
OLG in the EAE mouse model of MS
Weprofiled CA of OLG at the single-cell level in EAE, by perform-

ing two iterations of scATAC-seq on the CNS of Sox10:Cre-

RCE:LoxP(EGFP) mice (Falcão et al., 2019; Matsuoka et al.,

2005; Sousa et al., 2009) induced with MOG35-55 peptide in

complete Freud’s adjuvant (CFA). The tissue was collected at

the peak of EAE, score 3 or from control mice treated with CFA

alone (CFA-Ctr) (Figure 1A). We sorted and pooled GFP+ (label-

ing OLG) and GFP� cells 4:1 from freshly dissociated spinal

cords of 4 CFA-Ctr and 2 EAE mice, before tagmentation and

droplet generation (10x Genomics Chromium scATAC-seq, Fig-

ure 1A). We also used plate-based scATAC-seq (Pi-ATAC [Chen

et al., 2018]), with fixed dissociated GFP+ and GFP� cells from

brains and spinal cords of 2 CFA-Ctr and 3 EAE mice tagmented

and sorted in single wells, prior to barcoding and amplification

(Figure 1A).

Clustering of the 10x scATAC-seq dataset, considering

genome-wide differences in CA, led to the identification of 20

clusters (Figure 1B). CA at the Sox10 locus was detected in all

clusters except clusters 4, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 18 (Figure S1A).

Clusters 4, 10, 15, and 17 presented CA at the Aif1 locus (marker

for microglia and related cells, which might include macro-

phages [MiGl]). CA at the Ptprz1 (marker of OPCs) and Mog

(marker of mature oligodendrocyte [MOL]) loci was detected in

smaller distinct subsets of clusters presenting CA at Sox10 (Fig-

ure S1A). Notably, both OPC and MOL populations derived from

EAE mice clustered separately from CFA-Ctr animals, whereas

MiGl came exclusively from EAE (Figures 1C and 1D).

CA was observed mainly in intergenic (26.43%), intronic

(48.83%), and promoter regions (13.84%) (Figure S1B). To clas-

sify cell types, we integrated EAE scRNA-seq data (Falcão

et al., 2019; Figure S1C) with the scATAC-seq gene activities

over promoter regions by identifying shared correlation patterns

(Butler et al., 2018). We classified MiGl, vascular leptomeningeal

cells (VLMCs), pericyte-like cells (PLCs), OPCs, and different
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MOL populations, segregated between CFA-Ctr and EAE (Fig-

ures 1D, S1D, and S1E). Similar results were obtained using Pi-

ATAC, with a stronger EAE segregation in the spinal cord than

in thebrain (FigureS1F).Genesexpressed in specificpopulations

showed enriched CA in the scATAC-seq populations, for

example, Pdgfra and Ptprz1 for OPCs, Mbp and Plp1 for MOLs,

and Aif1 and Cxcr3 for MiGl (Figure S1G). These results indicate

that OLG derived from EAE mice have an altered CA state.

Increased CA at promoters and enhancers of immune
genes in single OPCs and MOLs in EAE mice
We inspected the genes that are closest to peaks differentially

accessible in different OLG populations between CFA-Ctr and

EAE mice, by performing gene ontology (GO)-analysis (ClueGO

[Bindea et al., 2009] and using the Genomic Regions Enrichment

of Annotations Tool (GREAT [McLean et al., 2010]; Table S1).

Genes nearest to the regions with higher CA in EAE-OPCs

were involved in ‘‘neuroinflammatory response,’’ whereas in

MOL1/2-EAE in ‘‘response to molecule of bacterial origin,’’

among others (Figure S2A; Table S1), and in MOL5/6-EAE in

‘‘positive regulation of cytokine-mediated signaling pathway,’’

‘‘response to virus,’’ among others (Figure S2A; Table S1). These

GO terms indicate that CA changes in EAE-OLG populations are

related to immune pathways.

We then investigated which gene loci have CA both in OPCs/

OLs and MiGl, the resident immune cells in the CNS, and which

are specific for each of these cell types. We found that while

there is overlap betweenMiGl andOLG,most geneswere unique

to MiGl (Figure S2B). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)

(Borcherding et al., 2021) indicated that biological processes

involved in IL6/JAK/STAT3 and TNF-a (via NF-kB) signaling are

active specifically in MiGl, whereas IFN-g and IFN-a responses

are also induced in OPCs and MOLs in EAE (Figures 1E and

S2C). The chromatin at gene loci involved in the inflammatory

response is open in MiGl and, to some extent, in Ctr- and EAE-

OPCs, unlike Ctr- or EAE-MOLs (Figure 1E), suggesting a differ-

ential chromatin immune profile within OLG, depending on their

differentiation stage.

Cell-type-specific expression has been associated with distal

enhancers, while promoters have been suggested to provide

limited information (Heintzman et al., 2009; Thurman et al.,

2012). We observed that 11.48% of differential CA peaks be-

tween OLG from EAE and CFA-Ctr mice were at promoter re-

gions (Figure S1B). Tnfrsf1a (Figures 1F and S2D), a MS suscep-

tibility gene encoding for TNF receptor superfamily member 1A

(De Jager et al., 2009), had increased CA at the promoter in

both MOL1/2-EAE and MOL5/6-EAE populations, which also

presented increased gene expression in EAE scRNA-seq data

(Falcão et al., 2019) (Figure S2E). Similar correlations could be

observed at the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-I locus

(Psmb9/Tap1 and Psmb8; Figures 1F, S2D, and S2E). Ciita, a

master regulator of the MHC-II pathway, had EAE-OPC-specific

CA at one intronic promoter (promoter IV, which is IFN-g-respon-

sive and active in non-professional antigen presenting cells

[Muhlethaler-Mottet et al., 1997; Nikcevich et al., 1999]),

whereas MiGl had CA at several promoter sites (Figure S2D).

Thus, CA at promoters provides relevant information to predict

cell types and possibly cell states.



Figure 1. scATAC-seq reveals primed and increased CA at immune gene loci in OLG from the EAE mouse model of MS

(A) Experimental setup for scATAC-seq of OLG from the EAE mouse model of MS.

(B) Uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) clustering based on CA of 10x Genomics chromium scATAC-seq.

(C) Origin of individual cells, projected on top of UMAP clustering.

(D) Label transfer from matched scRNA-seq data (Falcão et al., 2019) projected on top of CA UMAP.

(E) GSEA of the nearest genes to enriched CA peaks for immune Hallmarks categories.

(F) Integrative genomics viewer (IGV)-merged normalized tracks of CA with 100 randomly selected cells for each cluster, with MiGl clusters grouped together.

scATAC co-accessibility connections are shown. Highlighted with gray boxes are regions with differential CA in specific clusters or promoter priming and

connections between regulatory regions. Genomic coordinates are shown. OPC, oligodendrocyte precursor cell; VLMC, vascular leptomeningeal cell; PLC,

pericyte-like cell; MiGl, microglia; NFOL, newly formed oligodendrocytes; MOL, mature oligodendrocyte.
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Furthermore, 33.65% and 49.02% of differential CA peaks be-

tween OLG from EAE and CFA-Ctr mice were at intergenic and

intronic regions, respectively (Figure S1B). Promoter-enhancer

contacts can be estimated from scATAC-seq data by assessing

chromatin co-accessibility. We calculated peak to gene interac-
tions by correlating peak CA and gene expression data with

ArchR (Granja et al., 2020; Pliner et al., 2018), allowing prediction

of the overall promoter-enhancer interactome of OLG in EAE and

CFA-Ctr. We observed CA at putative enhancers distal to im-

mune genes in different EAE populations. Putative enhancers
Neuron 110, 1193–1210, April 6, 2022 1195
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at the Tnfrsf1a locus that linked to the Tnfrsf1a promoter had CA

in MiGl only, in MiGl and EAE-OPCs, or in all EAE populations

(Figures 1F and S2D). Although the promoter of MHC-I pathway

gene Tap2 did not have differential CA, it connected with a puta-

tive enhancer downstream that did present increasedCA in EAE-

OLG and linked to promoters of other MHC-I pathway genes in

the same locus (Figures 1F and S2D). Similarly, MHC-II gene

H2-ab1, which did not present increased CA at the transcription

start site (TSS), linked to putative enhancers upstream and

downstream with CA in MiGl and EAE-OPCs or in all EAE popu-

lations (Figures 1F and S2D). Thus, EAE-derived OLG have

increased CA both at the promoters and enhancers of genes

related to immune pathways.

Primed CA of immune genes in single OPCs and MOLs
We observed that several immune genes, such as Psmb9, Tap1,

Tap2, and H2-ab1, with increased expression in EAE-OLG, were

accessible in Ctr-OLG at their promoters (Figures 1F and S2D),

suggesting chromatin priming. OPCs had more CA at immune

genes than MOL in Ctr conditions (e.g., at the Tap1 and Tnfrsf1a

loci; Figures 1F and S2D), which suggests that OPCs might be

more amenable to transition to immune states than MOLs. We

then assessed the correlation of CA over 500-bp promoter re-

gions (gene activity score) with gene expression from the

scRNA-seq populations. Genes with increased expression in

EAE and increased CA (Type1) could be divided into (1) genes

with no or very low CA in Ctr, and (2) genes already presenting

CA in Ctr. Top GO terms in OPCs (EAE versus Ctr) for Type1a

genes were ‘‘response to IFN-b’’ and ‘‘negative regulation of viral

genome replication,’’ whereas Type1b genes were involved in

‘‘antigen processing and presentation of peptide antigen’’ (Fig-

ure 2A; Table S2).

Genes with increased expression in EAE-OPCs, but no

change in CA (Type2), could also be divided in (1) genes that

had high CA in Ctr and in EAE (Type2a; GO terms related to

‘‘mitotic cell cycle’’ and ‘‘DNA metabolic process’’ [Table S2])

and (2) genes with low CA in both Ctr and EAE (Type2b). Like-

wise, genes with higher expression in MOL1/2-EAE and MOL5/

6-EAE, and increased (Type1) or similar (Type2) CA, are associ-

ated with immune processes (Figures 2A and S2F; Table S2).

Type2a genes present a higher level of expression than Type1

genes in both OPCs and MOLs, which might be consistent

with already open chromatin at promoters. Genes that lose

expression in EAE-OPCs/MOLs, with GO terms related to the

regulation of cilium assembly and metabolic processes, do not

lose CA (Type3; Figures 2A and S2F).

We then assessed the distribution of immune genes found

in GO terms as ‘‘immune response’’ (GO:0002250) and ‘‘immune

system process’’ (GO:0002376) within the different RNA/CA

types. Only a minority of these immune genes are expressed or

present CA in OLG (Figure S2G; Table S2), consistent with the

regulation of a small subset of immune genes in OLG when

comparedwithMiGl (Figure S2B). Although up to a fourth of these

genes were in the Type1a category, nearly half of the genes in

OPCs, MOL1/2, and MOL5/6 in immune GO terms were found

in the intermediate primed category (Type1b) and the primed

category (Type2a), confirming that most of these immune genes

are already primed at the chromatin level in OLG (Figure S2G; Ta-
1196 Neuron 110, 1193–1210, April 6, 2022
ble S2). We also analyzed the normalized aggregated scATAC

coverage over the putative ArchR-predicted enhancers for

Type1–Type4 genes (Figure 2A) and found that the primed state

of the chromatin also applies to enhancers (Figure S2H).

We also performed simultaneous scATAC and RNA-seq (10x

Genomics multi-ome) with Sox10-GFP cells sorted from the spi-

nal cord of Ctr (2) and EAE mice (2, at the peak of disease) (Fig-

ure S3A). We identified the major OLG cell types, MiGl, but also

astrocytes (Astro), (Figure 2B) and observed a clear segregation

of Ctr versus EAE in the multi-ome RNA-seq dataset, which was

not as pronounced in the multi-ome ATAC-seq dataset (Figures

2B and S3A). GSEA on the gene loci with accessible chromatin

showed an enrichment within the hallmarks IFN-g and IFN-a

response for all the EAE-OLG populations, like the enrichment

in MiGl (Figure S3B). Immune-related genes, such as Ifit2,

Nlrc5 (Figure 2C), H2-Ab1, B2m, and Tap2 (Figure S3C), already

exhibited CA in Ctr-OPCs and Ctr-MOLs, but with no or low

expression in Ctr and induced expression in EAE. For other

MHC-I related genes, such as Psmb9, Tap1, and Psmb8, an in-

crease in CA and an induction of expression occurred simulta-

neously in EAE-MOLs (Figure S3C), which confirms our previous

findings with unimodal scATAC-seq and scRNA-seq. Thus, our

analysis indicates that Ctr-OLG are already in a primed immune

chromatin state, with the observed increased expression of

primed immune genes in EAE most likely controlled by mecha-

nisms other than CA.

IFN-g modulates CA only in a subset of immune genes
in OPCs
IFN-g induces expression of immune genes in OPCs, like the

phenotype observed in EAE (Falcão et al., 2019; Kirby et al.,

2019). IFN-g response is one of the hallmarks induced in EAE-

OLG at the CA level. To investigate whether modulation of CA

is involved in IFN-g-mediated activation of immune transcrip-

tional programs, we treated primary mouse OPCs with IFN-g

for 48 h and performed bulk ATAC-seq and RNA-seq. Interferon

response genes Stat1, Stat2, and Irf1, and MHC-I and MHC-II

genes H2-k1, H2-q7, H2-ab1, and H2-aa, among other genes

involved in immune regulation, presented increased expression

(Figures 3A and S4A–S4C).

There were fewer CA sites altered upon IFN-g treatment (47

with log2 fold change R1.5), when compared with the number

of genes with altered expression (867) (Figure 3A; Table S3).

Nevertheless, we found similar GO terms when analyzing peaks

within proximal (promoter) regions of genes, including ‘‘response

to IFN-b’’ and ‘‘defense response to protozoan’’ (Figure S4D; Ta-

ble S3). We also found more changes in CA at annotated en-

hancers (463) (Figure S4E; Table S3). Fewer genes were downre-

gulated upon IFN-g treatment (171 versus 696) (Figure 3A), with

GO terms related to system and CNS development (Figure S4C;

Table S3). Among these genes were Sox8, Myrf, and Plp1 (Fig-

ure S4F), consistent with the negative impact of IFN-g on OPC

differentiation (Chew et al., 2005; Kirby et al., 2019). We did not

find any loss of CA at their promoters or annotated enhancers

(Figure S4F).

A larger subset of the upregulated immune response genes

already had CA at their promoter in control OPCs (272 Type2),

and only a few genes altered their CA upon IFN-g exposure (78



Figure 2. Primed CA of immune genes in single OPCs and MOLs

(A) Genes in OPCs (left) or MOL1/2 (right) are clustered based on gene expression differences between EAE versus Ctr and correlation with CA activity score (CA

over 500-bp promoter region). Top GO terms for Type1 genes (with increased expression and CA in EAE ; [Type1a] low and [Type1b] high CA in Ctr-OPCs), Type2

(with increased expression in EAE, but no change in CA, [Type2a] high and [Type2b] low CA in Ctr-OPCs), and Type3 (with reduced expression in EAE, but no

change in CA). Type4 (with reduced expression and CA in EAE) had no GO terms.

(B) UMAP based on CA (right) and RNA-seq (left) of 10x Genomics multi-ome (simultaneous scATAC and RNA-seq) of Sox10-GFP cells sorted from the spinal

cord of Ctr (2) and EAE mice (2, at disease peak). Label transfer from matched scRNA-seq data (Falcão et al., 2019).

(C) (Left) IGV tracks of CA for each selected cluster, with MiGl clusters grouped together. scATAC co-accessibility connections are shown. Highlighted with gray

boxes are regions with differential CA in specific clusters or promoter priming and connections between regulatory regions. Genomic coordinates are shown.

(right) Violin plots depicting the expression of Ifit2 and Nlrc5 in each cluster. Cell acronyms as in Figure 1.
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Type1) (Figure 3B). We could again divide the Type1 and Type2

in two subgroups. The top GO terms for those type of genes that

were already accessible in Ctr but had both increased CA and

expression (Type1b, 56 genes) were ‘‘antigen processing and

presentation of peptide antigen,’’ ‘‘defense response to virus,’’

and ‘‘response to IFN-b’’ (Figure 3B; Table S3). Type2a genes,

which had high CA in Ctr that did not change upon IFN-g treat-
ment while their expression was induced, had top GO terms

as ‘‘positive regulation of proteolysis,’’ ‘‘IkB kinase/NFkB

signaling,’’ and ‘‘positive regulation of apoptotic signaling

pathway,’’ and Type2b genes, which had low CA, had top GO

terms as ‘‘cellular response to IFN-b’’ and ‘‘negative regulation

of innate immune response’’ (Figure 3B; Table S3). Some of

the Type2 genes, such as Irf1, Stat3, and Ifit2, had enhanced
Neuron 110, 1193–1210, April 6, 2022 1197
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CA within their gene body or in the regions upstream of the TSS,

pointing toward promoter priming and specific enhancer regula-

tion of expression. Other genes, such as the Gbp gene family,

presented increases in both CA and gene expression upon

IFN-g treatment (Figure 3C).

Although there were communalities between the immune

regulation observed in OPCs in vivo in EAE and the effects of

IFN-g in OPCs ex vivo, there were also differences within the

different Types (Figures 2A and 3B; Tables S2 and S3). Intersec-

tion between OPCs in vivo in EAE and OPCs upon IFN-g treat-

ment shows low overlap between genes associated to the

different Types, where Type2a genes showed the highest inter-

section with 22 genes shared between EAE-OPCs and IFN-g-

treated OPCs (Figure S4G). The environment surrounding

OPCs in EAE is complex, due to exposure to additional cytokines

other than IFN-g, which might contribute to the observed differ-

ences. Nevertheless, our data indicate that OPCs already exhibit

primed CA in a large subset of immune genes, prior to inflamma-

tory insults both ex vivo and in vivo.
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Transcription factors involved in immune regulation
have increased motif accessibility during the transition
to immune OLG
Since transcription factors (TFs) are key modulators of transcrip-

tion, we applied chromVAR (Schep et al., 2017) to the 10x

scATAC-seq dataset to determine TF motif variability in EAE. As

expected, we observed clusters of TFs of the Ets and AP-1/bZIP

families with enriched accessible motifs in MiGl, whereas mem-

bers of the SRY-related HMG-box (SOX) and basic helix-loop-he-

lix (bHLH) families had increased motif accessibility (MA) in Ctr-

OPCs and Ctr-MOLs (Figure 4A; Table S4). We found differential

TF activity for 147 (OPCs), 105 (MOL1/2), and 94 (MOL5/6) non-

redundant motifs between EAE andCtr, respectively (fold change

R1; adjusted p value < 0.05), including FOS, SMARCC1, and TFs

with known immunoregulatory functions, such as the TF BTB and

CNC homology (BACH)1, BACH2, and the basic leucine zipper

ATF-like TF BATF (Figures 4A, 4B, S5A, and S5B; Table S4).

We analyzed which TF motifs were overrepresented in EAE

compared with CFA-Ctr in OPCs, MOL1/2, and MOL5/6



Figure 4. STAT1 and BACH1 have increased motif accessibility (MA) in OLG from EAE and are involved in IFN-g-mediated regulation of im-

mune genes in OPCs

(A) ChromVAR clustering of TFmotif variability from scATAC-seq. Each row presents a TFmotif, whereas each column represents a single cell. Scale, blue (low TF

MA) to yellow (high).

(legend continued on next page)
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specifically. IRF1, STAT2, and KLF4 had enriched motifs in EAE

in all three OLG populations and had predicted binding sites in

EAE in promoter and enhancer regions of the Psmb9-Tap2

locus (Figures S5B and S5C). STAT1, STAT3, HIF3a, RELA,

SMARCC1, and NFIX presented differential MA in most of OLG

populations in EAE, whereas other TFs were particularly en-

riched in specific EAE-OLG populations, such as IRF1 and

STAT2 in EAE-OPC, IRF7, FOS, JUNB, KLF13, KLF4, BACH1,

and BACH2 in MOL1/2-EAE and SOX8 in all EAE-MOL popula-

tions (Figures 4B and S5A).

A subset of TFs in OLG showed low expression or were not ex-

pressed at all in Ctr and EAE (67 in OPCs, 136 in MOL1/2, and

210 in MOL5/6 TFs were expressed in less than 50% of cells in

both Ctr and EAE), such as Bach2 in OPCs, Bach1 in MOL1/2,

and Klf4 in MOL5/6 (Figure S5B), indicating that they will not

be driving the MA changes. However, some of the identified

TFs did exhibit increased expression in OLG from EAE mice

(22 TFs in OPCs, 26 TFs in MOL1/2, and 21 TFs in MOL5/6

with delta EAE-Ctr expression >0.1; Figure S5B). In addition, a

subset of these TFs had similar expression in Ctr- and EAE-

OLG (40 TFs in OPCs, 77 TFs in MOL1/2, and 187 TFs in

MOL5/6 with delta EAE-Ctr expression <0.1), such as Sox8 (in

MOL1/2), Smarcc1 (in OPCs and MOL1/2, but not MOL5/6),

and Nfix (Figure S5B). Thus, TFs as SOX8, implicated in OLG

development (Stolt et al., 2004) and MS susceptibility (Interna-

tional Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium, 2019), might

work in concert with TFs other than the ones they usually coop-

erate with during development and homeostasis, in order to

regulate immune gene transcription in OLG in EAE/MS.

STAT1 and BACH1 are involved in IFN-g-mediated
regulation of immune genes in OPCs
BACH1, which regulates inflammatory macrophage differentia-

tion (Igarashi et al., 2017), is expressed in both Ctr- and EAE-

OPCs, presenting increased MA in the latter and, despite very

low expression, also in MOL1/2 (Figures 4B and S5B). We trans-

fected primary OPCs with siRNAs targeting Bach1 before treat-

ing with IFN-g for 6 h (Figure S6A, n = 4). qRT-PCR and bulk

RNA-seq of IFN-g-treated OPCs upon Bach1 knockdown indi-

cated downregulation of the target gene and upregulation of

Hmox1 (Figures 4C and S6B–S6D; Table S5), consistent with

the role of BACH1 as a transcriptional repressor of Hmox1 (Igar-

ashi et al., 2017). We also observed an increased expression of

MHC-I genes, such as H2-Q4, H2-Q7, and MHC-II pathway

gene Cd74, upon IFN-g treatment (Figures 4C, 4D, and S6D; Ta-

ble S5). Thus, our data suggest that BACH1 negatively regulates

IFN-g-mediated induction of a subset of immune genes in OPCs.
(B) TF motif variability projected on top of UMAP of scATAC-seq.

(C) Volcano plots showing differential expressed genes in RNA-seq upon transfect

6 h. 4 biological replicates. Genes with adj. p value < 0.05 and log2 fold change

axis range).

(D) IGV tracks for RNA-seq in IFN-g-treated OPCs and Ctr-OPCs after transfecti

(E) qRT-PCR targeting selected genes upon transfection of primary OPCs with siR

Error bars, mean ± SEM.

(F) IGV tracks for RNA-seq in IFN-g-treated OPCs and Ctr-OPCs after transfectio

(G) IGV tracks showing STAT1 binding in OPCs upon IFN-g treatment and in Ctr

(H) Heatmaps depicting STAT1 binding in OPCs treated with IFN-g at genes tha

p value from bulk RNA-seq), centered at peaks.
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STAT1 is amajor transducer of IFN-g signaling in immune cells

(Hu and Ivashkiv, 2009; Wang et al., 2010). Since we observed

that STAT1 expression and MA are increased in EAE-OPCs (Fig-

ures 4B and S5B), we transfected primary OPCswith siRNAs tar-

geting Stat1, followed by IFN-g treatment for 6 h (Figure S6A, n =

4). qRT-PCR analysis indicated a decreased expression of Stat1

(Figure 4E). In contrast to the Bach1 knockdown, we observed a

reduction of the MHC-II-related genes H2-ab1 and Cd74mRNA

levels by qRT-PCR upon Stat1 knockdown (Figure 4E). Bulk

RNA-seq of Stat1 knockdown in IFN-g-treated OPCs led to a

reduced expression of immune-related genes as Il12rb1, encod-

ing interleukin-12 receptor, beta 1, Irf8,Cd274, encoding for PD-

L1, Irf1,Nlrc5, Tap1, andPsmb8 (Figures 4F andS6E–S6H; Table

S5). These data suggest that STAT1 is involved in the IFN-g-

mediated upregulation of immune genes in OPCs.

We analyzed the binding of STAT1 in OPCs by performing

CUT&Tag (Kaya-Okur et al., 2019). STAT1 binding at regulatory

regions of the immune-related genes identified by bulk RNA-

seq was increased in OPCs upon IFN-g treatment (Figures 4G

and S6I). Moreover, genes that were up- or downregulated by

STAT1 knockdown had increased binding of STAT1 in OPCs

treated with IFN-g compared with Ctr-OPCs (Figures 4G, 4H,

and S6I). Thus, our data indicate that TFs as BACH1 and

STAT1 participate in the regulation of IFN-g-induced immune

gene expression in OPCs.

Enhancer-promoter contacts at immune genes in OPCs
are altered upon IFN-g treatment
Mechanisms other than increased CA must be required for the

transcriptional activation of primed immune genes in the context

of EAE/IFN-g treatment. We first profiled H3K27ac with Cut&Run

(Skene and Henikoff, 2017) to identify active enhancers. An in-

crease of H3K27ac was observed at enhancers and promoters

of immune genes, such as Tgtp1/2, Zbp1, Gbp9, Cd74, Nlrc5,

H2-aa, and H2-eb1 (Figure 5A; Table S6). CCCTC-binding factor

(CTCF) is required for acute inflammatory responses in macro-

phages (Stik et al., 2020), and an increase in CTCF-mediated pro-

moter-enhancer interactions at theMHC-I andMHC-II loci occurs

in B cells (Majumder and Boss, 2010; Majumder et al., 2014). We

observed increased binding of CTCF in enhancers and at the pro-

moters of many immune genes (Figure 5A; Table S6).

To evaluate whether promoter-enhancer interactions were

modulated by IFN-g treatment, we performed HiChIP (Mumbach

et al., 2016) targeting H3K27ac in OPCs treated with IFN-g. We

used the activity-by-contact (ABC) model (Fulco et al., 2019) to

predict promoter-enhancer interactions in both Ctr- and IFN-g-

OPCs based on CA and H3K27ac-HiChIP. We found that
ion of primary OPCs with siRNAs targeting Bach1 before treating with IFN-g for

>1.5 are shown in red. Hmox1 coordinate values are shown (since beyond y-

on with siRNAs targeting Bach1 for selected genes.

NAs targeting Stat1 before treating with IFN-g for 6 h. 3–4 biological replicates.

n with siRNAs targeting Stat1 for selected genes.

-OPCs, assessed with CUT&Tag. 3 biological replicates.

t were up- or downregulated by STAT1 knockdown (as assessed by adjusted



Figure 5. H3K27ac, CTCF binding, and enhancer-promoter contacts at immune genes in mouse OPCs are altered upon IFN-g treatment

(A) Volcano plots showing differential H3K27ac (left) and CTCF binding (right) between IFN-g-treated OPCs and Ctr-OPCs, assessed with Cut&Run. 3 biological

replicates. Genes with adj. p value < 0.05 and log2 fold change >1.5 are shown in red.

(B) Number of genes (y axis) in Ctr-OPCs (blue) and IFN-g-treated OPCs (green) with n predicted interactions (x axis).

(C) IGV tracks showing CTCF binding andH3K27ac occupancy, assessedwith Cut&Run, ATAC-seq in IFN-g-treated OPCs, and Ctr-OPCs for MHC-I andMHC-II

loci. Predicted enhancer/promoter contacts computed by the activity-by-contact (ABC)model (Fulco et al., 2019) based onCA andH3K27ac-HiChIP. Highlighted

with gray boxes are regions with increased H3K27ac, CTCF binding, CA, and/or predicted interactions in IFN-g-treated OPCs. Highlighted with a red arrow is an

enhancer region interacting with multiple genes in the MHC-I and MHC-II loci. Merged tracks for 3 biological replicates per condition.
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46.26% (322 genes, 223 upregulated and 99 downregulated) of

differentially expressed genes upon IFN-g treatment exhibited

reconfiguration of the enhancer-promoters contacts (Figure 5B;

Table S6). For instance, we observed an increase in predicted in-

teractions at the Psmb9-Tap2 locus (Figure 5C). An enhancer

downstream of Tap2 harbors a STAT1/STAT2 motif (Figure S5C)

with STAT1 binding in IFN-g-OPCs (Figure S6I), which also has

increased CA and H3K27ac upon IFN-g treatment and might

be the major enhancer connecting with all the genes in the locus

(Figure 5C). The CA (Figure 1F) and STAT2 MA (Figure S5C) at

this enhancer were also increased in EAE-OLG. Interactions be-

tween numerous enhancers and promoters in the neighboring

H2-ab1–H2-eb1 loci were also increased in IFN-g-OPCs

(Figure 5C).

We analyzed the normalized ATAC coverage over the putative

enhancers predicted byABC for Type1–Type4 genes (Figure 3B).
There was an increase in CA upon IFN-g treatment versus Ctr

in enhancers at Type1 genes, but we also observed an increase

at Type2 genes (Figure S7A), suggesting that CA at enhancers

might play a role in transcriptional activation. These results sug-

gest that altered CA, together with increased CTCF binding,

H3K27ac deposition, and promoter-enhancer interactions,

might contribute to the activation of an immune gene transcrip-

tional program in primed OPCs.

H3K27me3 modulation is involved in IFN-g-mediated
immune gene activation in OPCs
H3K4me3/H3K27me3 bivalency mediates poising of cell-type-

specific transcription during development (Bernstein et al.,

2006) and immune gene transcription in cancer (Burr et al.,

2019). Hence, H3K27me3-mediated repression of poised genes

could be involved in immune gene regulation in OPCs. We used
Neuron 110, 1193–1210, April 6, 2022 1201



Figure 6. H3K27me3 modulation is involved in IFN-g-mediated immune gene activation in OPCs
(A) Volcano plots for H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 in IFN-g-treated OPCs versus Ctr-OPCs assessed with Cut&Run. Two replicates. Genes with adj. p value < 0.05

and log2 fold change >1.5 are shown in red.

(B) Cut&Run IGV tracks for selected MHC-I and MHC-II genes with increased H3K4me3 or decreased H3K27me3 in OPCs upon IFN-g treatment. Merged tracks

of two replicates.

(C) Upset plots of Cut&Run Ctr-OPCs and IFN-g-treated peak intersection in Type2 genes. Top barplot shows the number of intersecting peaks per combination,

left barplot shows the size of each peak dataset, and the matrix shows the Cut&Run peak sets (dots) and shared (connecting line) in each combination.

(D) Venn diagram showing the number of genes enriched in OPCs upon treatment with 1.5 mM EZH2 inhibitor EPZ011989 (EZH2i) for 4 days, with and without

subsequent co-treatment with 100 ng/mL IFN-g for last 6 h (and the genes enriched in both) and the top gene ontology biological terms for the genes in each

category.

(E) RNA-seq IGV tracks for MHC-I, MHC-II, and cytokine genes with increased expression upon EZH2i in IFN-g-spiked OPCs. Merged tracks of three biological

replicates.
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Cut&Run to profile H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 in primary OPCs.

In Ctr-OPCs, H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 bivalency were indeed

observed at the promoters of MHC-I and -II genes, including

Tap1, H2-q5, H2-q6, H2-q7, H2-k1, and H2-ab1 (Table S6).

Strikingly, upon 48 h of IFN-g treatment, H3K27me3 was

reduced at immune gene loci, including H2-ab1, Cxcl10,

and Psmb8 (Figures 6A and 6B; Table S6). An increase of

H3K4me3 is observed at immune genes such as Gbp4, Gbp9,
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Tgtp1, Tgtp2, Serpina3f, H2-ab1, H2-aa, and H2-eb1 (Figures

6A and 6B; Table S6). Type1 genes are mostly marked by

H3K4me3 in Ctr and by a combination of H3K4me3, CTCF,

and H3K27ac in IFN-g, with limited occupancy of H3K27me3

(Figure S7B). Type2 genes are mostly marked with H3K4me3

or a combination of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 in Ctr and a

combination of H3K4me3, CTCF, and H3K27ac, or H3K4me3

and H3K27me3 or H3K4me3 alone in IFN-g (Figure 6C). Thus,
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Figure 7. Primed CA at immune gene loci in human neural cells

(A) UMAP based on CA (right) and RNA-seq (left) of 10x Genomics multi-ome of brain gray matter from two healthy individuals.

(B) IGV tracks of CA for each selected cluster (hg38). Violin plots depicting the expression of selected genes in each individual cluster.

(C) Overlap with MS-associated GWAS variants. For each peak set, expected (x axis) versus observed (y axis) number of SNP hits overlapping the human healthy

individuals hg19 multi-ome scATAC-seq peaks, scATAC-seq cell-type-specific peaks from Ctr and EAE mice, and Ctr-OPC and IFN-g-treated primary OPC

ATAC-seq peaks. Dot size scaled to adjusted p value and adjusted p values < 0.01 in red. ENDO, endothelial cells; ASTRO, astrocytes; EXCNEU, excitatory

neurons; INHNEU, inhibitory neurons; MIGL, microglia; OLIGO or MOL, mature oligodendrocyte; OPC, oligodendrocyte precursor cell; VLMC, vascular lep-

tomeningeal cell; PLC, pericyte-like cell.
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resolving bivalency might contribute to the activation of tran-

scription of Type2 immune genes in OPCs upon IFN-g treatment,

combined with changes at the enhancer-promoter level.

Inhibition of EZH2, the enzyme responsible for the deposition

of H3K27me3 (Figure S7C), with EPZ011989 (Burr et al., 2019)

(EZH2i) led to a reduction of H3K27me3 overall (Figure S7D)

and at specific genomic loci (Figures S7E and S7F) and a dere-

pression of TFs involved in specification and morphogenesis

(Figures 6D and S7G; Table S7). Importantly, EZH2i led to an

upregulation of the expression of a subset of immune genes,

such as H2-d1 and Tap1, whereas others remained repressed.

Spiking EZH2-inhibited cells with IFN-g for 6 h led to an

increased upregulation of MHC-I and MHC-II genes H2-q6,

H2-q7, H2-ab1, H2-aa, and H2-eb1 and genes involved in cyto-

kine signaling including Cxcl9 and Cxcl11 (Figures 6E, S7G, and

S7H; Table S7). These results suggest that H3K27me3 removal

synergizes with IFN-g to promote immune gene transcription

in OPCs.

SNPs and outside variants conferring susceptibility in
MS are located at accessible regulatory regions in OLG
in the mouse and human CNS
To investigate the CA of immune genes in the human brain, we

performed simultaneous scATAC and RNA-seq (10x Genomics

multi-ome) inbrain graymatter from twohealthy individuals, iden-

tifying the major cell types present in the CNS in both modalities
(Figures 7AandS8A). Strikingly, thepromoters ofMHC-I pathway

genes TAP2, PSMB8, TAP1, PSMB9, and HLA-B were acces-

sible not only inMIGL, but also inOPCs,MOLs,ASTRO, inhibitory

neurons (INHNEU), andexcitatory neurons (EXCNEU) (Figures7B

and 8B). Nevertheless, PSMB9 andPSMB8were only expressed

in MIGL although at very low levels, whereas TAP2 was ex-

pressed inmostcell typesexceptMOLsandEXCNEU(Figure7B).

There was more specificity for MHC-II-related genes. For HLA-

DMB, MIGL, OPCs, and EXCNEU had open chromatin, whereas

ASTRO, MOLs, and INHNEU had lower levels of CA, with the

gene expressed only in MIGL (Figure 7B). For HLA-DBQ1 and

HLA-DRB1, MIGL and neurons had CA at promoter regions,

with expression restricted to MIGL (Figure 8B).

Analyzing Type1 genes frommouse OLG (Figure 2A) in the hu-

man multi-ome dataset, we find that most genes are expressed

and accessible in human MIGL and to a lesser extent also in

ASTRO, but not in OLG (except a small subset in OPCs), in

concordance with their low expression in mouse Ctr-OPC and

Ctr-MOL (Figure S8C). Type2 genes show the same expression

pattern in human but are accessible in all cell types (Figure S8C).

We also analyzed snATAC-seq from the adult human brain from

10 healthy individuals (Corces et al., 2020). As in the multi-ome

data, we observed CA at the regulatory regions of MHC-I-related

genes in OLG, but not in MHC-II genes (Figure S8B). Thus, our

data suggest that chromatin priming at a subset of immune

genes occurs in human OLG and in other neural cell types.
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Given that some of these immune loci bear SNPs associated

with MS susceptibility, we assessed whether we could identify

putative MS susceptibility loci associated with CA in OLG. We

cross-referenced the coordinates ofmouseOLG andMiGl peaks

from the EAE scATAC experiments with the location of MS sus-

ceptibility SNPs (International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Con-

sortium, 2019) and outside variants (Factor et al., 2020). Linkage

disequilibrium score regression (LDSC) (Finucane et al., 2018),

multi-marker analysis of genomic annotation (MAGMA) (de

Leeuw et al., 2015), and genomic regulatory elements and

GWAS overlap algorithm (GREGOR) (Schmidt et al., 2015) indi-

cated an enrichment at chromatin accessible regions and asso-

ciated genes mainly in MiGl, consistent with association of MS

susceptibility with gene expression in MIGL (Falcão et al.,

2019; International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium,

2019) (Figures 7C and S8D; Table S8). We also found enrichment

for OLG, althoughwith not the same significance level as forMiGl

(LDSC:MiGl versus All: coefficient p value 1.05E�6;MOL5/6 [Ctr

versus EAE], coefficient p value 0.008834828; OPC [Ctr versus

EAE] coefficient p value 0.048301018). Similar results were ob-

tained for MAGMA, although only for the mouse scATAC-seq

EAE dataset (Table S8). GREGOR analysis on the human multi-

ome regulatory regions suggested an overrepresentation of

MS-associated SNPs in ASTROandOLIGO (Figure 7C), whereas

the same analysis on the human scATAC data suggested enrich-

ment in MiGl regulatory regions, but also in neural cells (Fig-

ure S8D; Table S8). This analysis also indicated an enrichment

to a lesser extent in OLG from the mouse EAE and Ctr spinal

cord (Figure 7C; Table S8). Moreover, mouse primary OPCs,

regardless of treatment with IFN-g, also presented enrichment

of CA with SNPs associated with MS susceptibility (Figure 7C).

Analysis of multi-ome data and CA (scATAC-seq) data from

adult human brain derived from healthy individuals revealed

that these MS susceptibility SNPs overlapped with CA in diverse

CNS cell types in a non-disease context (Figure 8A). We found

that AA_DQb1_position_-5_L (HLA-DQB1/H2-Ab1) (Figure 8B),

rs10918297 (UCK2/Uck2), and rs35703946 (IRF8/Irf8) SNPs

overlap in OLG-specific ATAC peak regions, in human and/or

mouse (EAE), and are classified as Type2a genes for MOL1/2

(H2-Ab1, Uck2) and OPC (Irf8) (Tables S2 and S8). Irf8 is an

intermediate primed gene (Type1b) in MOL1/2 and MOL5/6

(Table S2). In addition, SNPs located at the human MHC locus

HLA-B (SNP ID AA_B_position_45_TK) and the non-MHC locus

ZHX3 (SNP ID rs62208470) coincided with CA in human MiGl

and in OLG and at the corresponding mouse loci (H2-d1/H2-l

and Zhx3) in both EAE and CFA-Ctr (Figures 8A, 8B, and S8B;

Table S8).
Figure 8. Overlap between CA peaks and MS susceptibility SNPs in OL

(A) Dot plot depicting overlap of CA peaks in specific cell types from human heal

and EAE mice, with individual MS susceptibility MHC, non-MHC, and suggestive

variants (Factor et al., 2020).

(B and C) SNP coordinates for six MS SNPs in the hg38 human genome reference

populations from the adult brain single-cell multi-ome. (B) Corresponding location

randomly selected individual cells from scATAC-seq from EAE and CFA-Ctr m

location. (C) Corresponding locations are shown in the mouse mm10 genome refe

with antibodies against H3K27me3, H3K27ac, CTCF, H3K4me3 in IFN-g-treated

location and their ABC connections. Cell acronyms as in Figure 7.
MHC SNPs such as SNP ID AA_DQb1_position_-5_L at HLA-

DQB1 exhibited CA in human MIGL, but not in human OLG (Fig-

ures 8A, 8B, and S8B). However, the corresponding mouse loci

at the promoter of H2-ab1 presented open chromatin in EAE-

OLG and MiGl (Figures 8A and 8B; Table S8). In addition,

a putative enhancer region of H2-eb1 also presented CA in

EAE-OLG, but neither in human OLG nor in MIGL (SNP ID

rs67476479_CA at HLA-DRB1). The outside variant SNP

rs6498169 (Factor et al., 2020), located in between the loci of

the master MHC-II regulator Ciita and Socs1, a major regulator

of inflammation, also presented CA specifically in EAE-OPC and

EAE-MOL, but not in Ctr-OLG or MiGl (Figure S8E; Table S8).

Socs1 is defined as Type1b in MOL5/6 (Table S2). The non-

MHC SNP rs7975763 within the Pitpnm2 locus was overlapping

mainly with CA in OPC-EAE (Figure S8E; Table S8). This suggests

that the CA of these SNPsmight increase only inMS patients and

not in healthy individuals.

Our data suggest that these SNPs might be involved in the

modulation of regulatory regions in OLG, leading to altered tran-

scriptional output and ultimately to altered function of OLG in the

context ofMS.We investigated potential TF-binding sites at spe-

cific SNPs, by intersecting our results with predictions of SNPs

with potential effect on TF binding changes (SNP2TFBS) (Kumar

et al., 2017). We found that the binding of TFs as EGR1, SP1,

ETS1 and SOX10 might be affected in OLG in EAE or in OPCs

treated with IFN-g (Table S8). Moreover, scanning the region

around MS-associated SNPs, 500 bp upstream and down-

stream, and filtering for expression (scRNA-seq) led to the iden-

tification of several other TFs whose binding might be potentially

affected by OLG cell state transitions in the context of EAE

(Table S8).

Genes associated with MS susceptibility SNPs can be
modulated in OPCs by IFN-g
We investigated whether IFN-g treatment would affect the chro-

matin landscape and transcription of genes associated with MS

SNPs and outside variants. The SNP located at H2-Ab1 (SNP

AADQb1-position_-5_L at HLA-DBQ1) overlaps with high levels

of H3K27me3 in OPCs (Figure S8F; Table S8). Upon IFN-g treat-

ment, H3K27me3 is removed at the SNP locus, together with an

increase in H3K27ac, H3K4me3, CTCF binding, and interactions

with a H2-ab1 enhancer (Figure S8F). IFN-g also led to altered

promoter-enhancer interactions in OPCs (Table S6).

Many SNPs are in intergenic regions; therefore, we investi-

gated whether any SNP not assigned to a gene interacts with

genes with altered expression upon IFN-g treatment. SNP

rs7191700 downstream of the SOCS1 locus did not overlap
G and activation of associated genes in mouse OPCs by IFN-g

thy individuals hg19 single-cell multi-ome and scATAC-seq cell types from Ctr

SNPs (International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium, 2019) and outside

are shown with corresponding CA regions derived from merged scATAC-seq

s are shown in the mouse mm10 genome reference with IGV tracks of CA in 50

ice. Red boxes show scATAC-seq peaks from mouse overlapping with SNP

rence with IGV tracks for bulk ATAC-seq, RNA-seq, ABCmodel, and Cut&Run

and Ctr-OPCs. Red boxes show CA peaks from mouse overlapping with SNP
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with CA in Ctr-OPCs or human OLG and MIGL (Figures 8A, 8C,

and S8B). However, upon IFN-g treatment, connections from

the SNP locus were formed to the Socs1 promoter together

with increased CA and expression (Figure 8C; Table S8).

The SNP rs2248359-C, neighboring the CYP24A1 gene en-

coding a protein involved in vitamin D3 degradation, has been

suggested to link MS risk and vitamin D metabolism in the brain

(Ramasamy et al., 2014). We found that a regulatory region over-

lapping with another SNP (rs2248137) at the Cyp24a1 promoter

presented increased interactions with the Bcas1 promoter upon

IFN-g treatment (Figure 8C; Table S8). Bcas1 is important for

early myelination (Fard et al., 2017; Ishimoto et al., 2017),

and its expression is decreased upon IFN-g treatment (Fig-

ure 8C). The interacting SNP region overlaps with high levels of

H3K27me3, which might explain decreased expression of

Bcas1 upon IFN-g treatment (Figure 8C). Thus, our data suggest

that SNPs at the CYP24A1 locus might not only be involved in

vitamin D metabolism in MS, but also in OL differentiation and

possibly myelination. Moreover, regulatory regions overlapping

with MS susceptibility SNPs control the expression of neigh-

boring genes and are amenable to modulation by IFN-g in

OPCs, most likely affecting both the transition of OPCs to im-

mune and differentiated states.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we find that OLG are primed at the chromatin level

to be able to activate immune gene programs in the context of

disease. This primed immune chromatin state is a cellular state

in which immune genes have CA in homeostatic conditions at

their promoter regulatory regions but have low or no expression.

This state might also constitute epigenetic memory from past

biological processes the cell has endured.

Type1b genes involved in antigen presentation are already

accessible in OLG (Figures 2A, 3B, and S2F) but have a further

increase in CA when the cells are exposed to an inflammatory

environment. Type2a genes involved in immune processes in

MOL1/2 and primary OPCs have high CA that does not change

when the cell is exposed to an inflammatory environment. The

observed differences between scATAC-seq and scRNA-seq

indicate that OLG present open chromatin at (1) genes regulating

biological processes that are already transcriptionally active and

(2) genes that might be transcriptionally activated upon a given

stimulus. Exposure to an inflammatory environment such as

EAE and IFN-g treatment might not significantly change the CA

status but lead to gene expression by other chromatin-related

mechanisms such as resolution of the bivalency for H3K4me3

and H3K27me3, rearrangement of CTCF binding, and remodel-

ing of promoter-enhancer interactions. While our data support

the role of distal enhancers in establishing cell identities (Heintz-

man et al., 2009; Thurman et al., 2012), they also highlight the

importance of promoters not only in this process, but more

importantly, in the transition between functional and disease-

specific cell states within the same cell identity.

The expression of immune genes in OPCs and MOLs in the

context of MS adds new roles to the functional portfolio of

OLG, which might also occur in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Zhou

et al., 2020) and in aging (de la Fuente et al., 2020; Dulken
1206 Neuron 110, 1193–1210, April 6, 2022
et al., 2019; Spitzer et al., 2019; Ximerakis et al., 2019). Primed

immune epigenomic programs might also be present in other

cell types that unexpectedly activate immune transcriptional

programs, such as structural cells (Krausgruber et al., 2020)

and intestinal stem cells (Biton et al., 2018), suggesting a second

line of immunological responses mediated by non-specialized

immune cells. Our data indicate that most cell types in the

CNS present immune chromatin priming, including neurons,

consistent with the induction of MHC-I expression in neurons ex-

pressing ApoE in the context of AD (Zalocusky et al., 2021).

SNPs in MS are in most cases located nearby genes involved

in immune regulation (International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics

Consortium, 2019). Thus, MS susceptibility has been linked to

immune cells within the CNS or in the periphery. Our data indi-

cate that a subset of SNPs present in MS patients is in regulatory

regions with CA in OLG in homeostatic conditions in mouse and

in healthy individuals in human, or exhibit increased CA in OLG in

the EAE mouse model of MS. Some of the genes that are asso-

ciated with these regulatory regions have altered expression in

EAE (Falcão et al., 2019). Recent findings suggest that SNPs

located in regulatory regions of genes involved in transcriptional

elongation might be involved in dysregulation of OL differentia-

tion in the context of MS (Factor et al., 2020). Thus, susceptibility

for MSmight lead to disease onset, progression, or remission by

the activation of abnormal immune and non-immune transcrip-

tional programs not only in immune cells but also in OLG, which

therefore constitute novel targets for immunological-based ther-

apies for MS.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

H3K27me3 Cell Signaling 9733S; rabbit RRID:AB_2616029

H3K4me3 Diagenode C15410003-50; rabbit RRID:AB_2616052

H3K27ac Abcam ab177178; rabbit RRID:AB_2828007

CTCF Cell Signaling 3418S; rabbit RRID:AB_2086791

GAPDH rabbit monoclonal, 5174S, Cell Signaling RRID:AB_10622025

STAT1 Cell Signaling 14994S; rabbit, monoclonal RRID:AB_2737027

secondary antibody anti-rabbit A6667, Sigma RRID:AB_258307

GFP FITC conjugated, Ab6662, Abcam RRID:AB_305635

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

EZH2 inhibitor EPZ011989 Selleckchem S7805

Protein A-MNase Schmid et al., 2004 N/A

Critical commercial assays

emulsion of MOG35-55 peptide in

complete Freud’s adjuvant

Hooke laboratories EK-2110

adult brain dissociation kit Miltenyi 130-107-677

neural tissue dissociation kit Miltenyi 130-092-628

Cd140a microbead kit Miltenyi 130-101-547

Chromium Single Cell ATAC v1 Chemistry 10x Genomics N/A

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell Multiome

ATAC + Gene Expression v1

10x Genomics N/A

Deposited data

Raw sequencing data (scATAC-Seq,

CUT&RUN, HiChIP, RNA-Seq, single cell multiome)

This paper GEO: GSE166179, EGA: EGAS00001005911

scRNA-Seq EAE mouse model Falcão et al., 2019 GEO: GSE113973

Human brain snATAC-Seq Corces et al., 2020 GEO: GSE147672

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: RCE: loxP Jens Herjling-Lefler, Karolinska Institutet,

Gord Fishell, Harvard Medical School

Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1.1(CAG-EGFP)Fsh in CD1

background; RRID:MMRRC_032037-JAX

Mouse Sox10:Cre The Jackson Laboratory 025807

Oligonucleotides

Ubc qRT-PCR primers

5’-agg tca aac agg aag aca gac gta-3’

5’-tca cac cca aga aca agc aca-3’

This paper N/A

b-Act qRT-PCR primers

5’-ctc tgg ctc cta gca cca tga aga-3’

5’-gta aaa cgc agc tca gta aca gtc cg-3’

This paper N/A

Nlrc5 qRT-PCR primers

5’-ccg tgg tac tca cat ttg cc-3’

5’-cct tcg aga tct ctg gga ca-3’

This paper N/A

Psmb8 qRT-PCR primers

5’-cct tac ctg ctt ggc acc at-3’

5’-atg ctg cag aca cgg aga tg-3’

This paper N/A

H2-q7 qRT-PCR primers

5’-ata cct gca gct cgg gaa g-3’

5’-agc acc ata aga cct ggg gt-3’

This paper N/A
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Ciita qRT-PCR primers

5’-ctg gca cag gtc tct cca gt-3’

5’-tac tga ggc tgc ttg aag gg-3’

This paper N/A

H2-aa qRT-PCR primers

5’-gct cag cct ctg tgg agg t-3’

5’-tgt act ggc caa tgt ctc ca-3’

This paper N/A

H2-ab1 qRT-PCR primers

5’-gca gac aca act acg agg gg-3’

5’-agt gtt gtg gtg gtt gag gg-3’

This paper N/A

Cd74 qRT-PCR primers

5’-ctg gat gaa gca gtg gct ct-3’

5’-ccc agg cca gaa gat agg tc-3’

This paper N/A

Stat1 qRT-PCR primers

5’-aac atg ctg gtg aca gag cc-3’

5’-tgc caa ctc aac acc tct ga-3’

This paper N/A

Bach1 qRT-PCR primers

5’-tcg aga atc gta ggc cag ac-3’

5’-tgg cag tgt agg caa act ga-3’

This paper N/A

Hmox1 qRT-PCR primers

5’-gcc gag aat gct gag ttc at-3’

5’-tcc agg gcc gtg tag ata tg-3’

This paper N/A

SiGENOME SMARTpool siRNA Ctr

5’-uag cga cua aac aca uca a-3’

5’-uaa ggc uau gaa gag aua c-3’

5’-aug uau ugg ccu gua uua g-3’

5’-aug aac gug aau ugc uca a-3’

Dharmacon D-001206-13-05

SiGENOME SMARTpool siRNA Stat1

5’-gga cgu ucc ugc uua gau u-3’

5’-aca cug uga ugu uag aua a-3’

5’-gca uag agc agg aaa uca a-3’

5’-cca ucg agc uca cuc aga a-3’

Dharmacon M-058881-02-0005

SiGENOME SMARTpool siRNA Bach1

5’-gca gga gcc uug ccc gua u-3’

5’- gag ugu ccc ugg uug ggu a-3’

5’- aaa cua cga uua ugu cuc g-3’

5’- cga cug ccc gcu uuc cuu u-3’

Dharmacon M-042956-01-0005

Software and algorithms

Cell Ranger ATAC (version 1.2.0) 10x Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-

cell-atac/software/pipelines/1.2/what-is-

cell-ranger-atac

Cell Ranger ARC v.2.0 10x Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-

cell-multiome-atac-gex/software/pipelines/

latest/installation

DEseq2 Love et al., 2014 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DESeq2.html

EdgeR Robinson et al., 2010 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/edgeR.html

DeeptTools Ramı́rez et al., 2016 https://deeptools.readthedocs.io/en/

develop/content/installation.html

ComplexHeatmap Gu et al., 2016 https://github.com/jokergoo/

ComplexHeatmap

EnhancedVolcano Blighe et al., 2018. ‘‘EnhancedVolcano:

Publication-ready volcano plots with

enhanced colouring and labeling.’’

https://github.com/kevinblighe/

EnhancedVolcano

Bedtools Quinlan and Hall, 2010 https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Pyicos Althammer et al., 2011 http://regulatorygenomics.upf.edu/

Software/Pyicoteo/pyicos.html

UpsetR Conway et al., 2017 https://github.com/hms-dbmi/UpSetR

Signac Stuart et al., 2020 https://satijalab.org/signac/.

De Bore pipeline de Boer and Regev, 2018 https://carldeboer.github.io/brockman.html

Salmon Patro et al., 2017 https://salmon.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

index.html

Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/

bowtie2/index.shtml

MACS2 (Zhang et al., 2008) https://github.com/macs3-project/MACS

chromVAR (Schep et al., 2017) https://greenleaflab.github.io/chromVAR/

articles/Introduction.html

ClueGO (version 2.5.5) (Bindea et al., 2009) https://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/cluego

Cytoscape (version 3.7.2) (Smoot et al., 2011) https://cytoscape.org/

HOMER v4.11 (Heinz et al., 2010) http://homer.ucsd.edu/homer/index.html

Cell type specific (CTS) LD score regression (Finucane et al., 2018) https://github.com/bulik/ldsc/wiki/Cell-

type-specific-analyses

MAGMA v1.06 (de Leeuw et al., 2015) https://ctg.cncr.nl/software/magma

GREGOR (Schmidt et al., 2015) http://csg.sph.umich.edu/GREGOR/

Seurat (Butler et al., 2018) https://github.com/satijalab/seurat

SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) http://www.htslib.org/

MarkDuplicates Picard - latest version 1.126 http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/

STAR 2.7 (Dobin et al., 2013) https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

Juicebox (Robinson et al., 2018) https://www.aidenlab.org/juicebox/

ABC model (Fulco et al., 2019) https://github.com/broadinstitute/ABC-

Enhancer-Gene-Prediction

ArchR (Granja et al., 2020) https://www.archrproject.com

CTS LD score regression (Finucane et al., 2018) https://github.com/bulik/ldsc

CUT&RUNTools (Zhu et al., 2019) https://bitbucket.org/qzhudfci/cutruntools/

Other

scATAC-Seq data webresources (also available

at https://ki.se/en/mbb/oligointernode)

This paper https://castelobranco.shinyapps.io/

SCATAC10X_2020/.

http://cells.ucsc.edu/?ds=olg-eae-ms

Sc-multiome data webresources (also available

at https://ki.se/en/mbb/oligointernode)

This paper https://castelobranco.shinyapps.io/

eae_multi_act

https://castelobranco.shinyapps.io/

eae_multi_rna

https://castelobranco.shinyapps.io/

hs_ctr_multi_act

https://castelobranco.shinyapps.io/

hs_ctr_multi_rna

Genome tracks for all datasets This paper GEO: GSE166179

Code availability This paper DOI 10.5281/zenodo.5781403
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Gonçalo

Castelo-Branco (goncalo.castelo-branco@ki.se).

Materials availability
The study did not generate new unique reagents.
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Data and code availability
IGV sessions links for hg19,hg39andmm10areavailable at https://github.com/Castelo-Branco-lab/Meijer_Agirre_scATACEAE_2020.,

alongside code, which is also available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5781403. The scATAC-seq dataset can be explored at the

web resources listed at the key resources table, and available at https://ki.se/en/mbb/oligointernode and http://cells.ucsc.edu/?

ds=olg-eae-ms. All the raw and processed data generated in this work are available through accession SuperSeries GEO:

GSE166179. In thecaseof humansamplesgenerated for this study rawdatacanbeaccessed throughEGA:EGAS00001005911acces-

sion and processed data files at GEO: GSE166179 . Human scATAC-seq processed control samples were retrieved from GEO:

GSE147672 accession.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
The mouse line used in this study was generated by crossing Sox10:Cre animals (Matsuoka et al., 2005) (The Jackson Laboratory

mouse strain 025807) on a C57BL/6j genetic background with RCE:loxP (EGFP) animals (Sousa et al., 2009) (The Jackson Laboratory

mouse strain 32037-JAX) on a C57BL/6xCD1 mixed genetic background. Females with a hemizygous Cre allele were mated with

males lacking the Cre allele, whereas the reporter allele was kept in hemizygosity or homozygosity in both females and males. In

the resulting Sox10:Cre-RCE:LoxP (EGFP) animals the entire OL lineage was labeled with EGFP. Breeding males containing a hemi-

zygous Cre allele, in combination with the reporter allele, with non-Cre carrier females resulted in offspring where all cells were

labeled with EGFP and was therefore avoided. For primary cell culture, animals of both sexes were sacrificed at P4-P6. For EAE ex-

periments, males between the ages of 9 and 13 weeks were used for immunization and sacrificed 10–17 days after, at the peak of the

disease.

All animals were free from themost commonmouse viral pathogens, ectoparasites, endoparasites andmouse bacterial pathogens

harbored in research animals. The battery of screened infective agents met the standard health profile established in Karolinska In-

stitutet animal housing facilities.Micewere kept with the following light/dark cycle: dawn 6:00–7:00, daylight 7:00–18:00, dusk 18:00–

19:00, and night 19:00–6:00; they were housed to a maximum number of five per cage in individually ventilated cages (IVC Sealsafe

GM500, Tecniplast). Cages contained hardwood bedding (TAPVEI), nesting material, shredded paper, gnawing sticks and a card-

board box shelter (Scanbur). The mice received regular chew diet (either R70 diet or R34, Lantm€annen Lantbruk, or CRM-P,

801722, Special Diet Services). General housing parameters such as relative humidity, temperature and ventilation followed the Eu-

ropean Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes treaty (ETSNo. 123).

Briefly, consistent relative air humidity of 50% and 22�C were maintained, and the air quality was controlled with the use of stand-

alone air handling units, supplemented with high efficiency particulate air-filtered air. Husbandry parameters were monitored using

ScanClime (Scanbur) units. Water was provided in a water bottle, which was changed weekly. Cages were changed every other

week. All cage changes were done in a laminar airflow cabinet. Facility personnel wore dedicated scrubs, socks and shoes. Respi-

ratorymaskswere usedwhenworking outside of the laminar airflow cabinet. All experimental procedures on animals were performed

following the European Directive 2010/63/EU, local Swedish directive L150/SJVFS/2019:9, Saknr L150, and Karolinska Institutet

complementary guidelines for procurement and use of laboratory animals, Dnr. 1937/03-640. The procedures described were

approved by the local committee for ethical experiments on laboratory animals in Sweden (Stockholms Norra Djurförsöksetiska

n€amnd), lic. nr. 131/15, 144/16, 1995/2019 and 7029/2020.

Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE)
For the induction of EAE, the mouse model of MS, animals were injected subcutaneously with an emulsion of MOG35-55 peptide in

complete Freud’s adjuvant (CFA; EK-2110 kit from Hooke Laboratories), followed by intraperitoneal injection with pertussis toxin in

PBS (200 ng per animal) on the day of immunization and with 24 h delay (according to manufacturer’s instructions). Control animals

underwent the same treatment, but CFAwithout MOG35-55 peptide (CK-2110 kit fromHooke Laboratories) was used instead. Spinal

cord and brains were collected at the peak of the disease when clinical score 3 (representing limp tail and complete paralysis of hind

legs) has been reached. Animals that did not reach this clinical score were not analyzed in this study.

METHOD DETAILS

Tissue dissociation for single-cell ATAC-seq experiment
Mice were sacrificed with a ketaminol/xylazine intraperitoneal injection followed by intracardiac perfusion with PBS. Brain and spinal

cords were collected and dissociated using the adult brain dissociation kit (130-107-677, Miltenyi), following the manufacturer’s in-

structions, which included myelin debris removal but not the red blood cell removal step.

Single-cell ATAC-seq (10x Genomics)
Immediately after dissociation, cells were stained with DAPI (0.5 mg/ml, D9542, Sigma) and sorted on a FACS Aria III cell sorter (BD

Biosciences). Sox10-GFP+/DAPI- cells were collected in PBS + 0.5% BSA and pooled with Sox10-GFP-/DAPI- cells with a 4:1 ratio.

The pool of cells was then lysed and washed according to the Demonstrated Protocol: Nuclei Isolation for Single cell ATAC
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Sequencing (10x Genomics) as follows: the cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 300 3 g and 4�C, resuspended in ATAC lysis buffer

(containing 0.1% IGEPAL (CA-630), 0.1% Tween-20, 0.01% Digitonin, 1% BSA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mMMgCl2)

and incubated on ice for 3 min. After the incubation, wash buffer (containing 0.1% Tween-20, 1% BSA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4,

10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2) was added on top without mixing and the nuclei were centrifuged for 5 min at 500 3 g and 4�C. Nuclei
were washed once in Diluted Nuclei buffer (10x Genomics) containing 1%BSA and incubated for 60 min at 37�C in tagmentation mix

(10x Genomics). The Chromium Single Cell ATAC v1 Chemistry was used to create single-cell ATAC libraries. Two EAE and four CFA-

Ctr animals were used for independent replicates. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina Novaseq 6000 with a 50-8-16-49 read

setup and a minimum of 25,000 read pairs per cell.

Plate-based single-cell ATAC-seq (Pi-ATAC)
Immediately after dissociation, cells were fixed in 1% formaldehyde (28906, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min and quenched with

glycine (125mM) for 5min at room temperature and then washed and stored in 0.5%BSA in PBSwith 0.1% sodium azide at 4�C until

further processing. The cells were counted and aliquots of 500.000 cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 1,0003 g and room temper-

ature. Cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (containing 0.05% IGEPAL (CA-630), 10mMTris-HCl pH 7.4, 10mMNaCl, 3mMMgCl2)

and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. After a 20-min centrifugation at 1,000 3 g at room temperature, the cells were incu-

batedwith anti-GFP antibody (FITC conjugated, 1:100, Ab6662, Abcam) andDAPI (0.5 mg/ml) in PBS containing 5%BSA for 20min at

room temperature. The cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 1,000 3 g and resuspended in tagmentation mix (dH2O, 2x TD buffer

[Wang et al., 2013] and Tn5 enzyme [Picelli et al., 2014]) and incubated for 30 min at 37�C. For both lysis and tagmentation buffers

the volume was scaled up to match the number of cells (50 ml per 50.000 cells). Tagmentation reaction was stopped by addition of

40 mM EDTA. Cells were then centrifuged for 10 min at 1,000 3 g and room temperature and resuspended in PBS + 0.5% BSA.

Sox10 GFP+/DAPI+ cells were sorted on an Influx (BD Biosciences) in reverse crosslinking buffer (Chen et al., 2018) with single cells

in each well of 96-well plates. Also, Sox10 GFP-/DAPI+ cells were sorted as a negative control for the OL lineage. For reverse cross-

linking, the plates were incubated overnight at 65�C ending with 10 min at 80�C the next day. PCR master mixes (NEBNext High fi-

delity, M0541S, NEB) containing unique barcoding primers per well were dispensed on top of the reverse crosslinking buffer andDNA

was amplified with the following cycling conditions: 72�C for 5min, 98�C for 30s; 20 cycles at 98�C for 10s, 63�C for 30s, and 72�C for

1min. PCR products were purifiedwith theMinElute purification kit (Qiagen) and then PAGE purified to remove adapter dimers. Three

EAE and two CFA-Ctr animals were used for independent replicates. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina Hiseq 2500 with a

50-8-8-50 read setup and a minimum of 25,000 read pairs per cell.

Single-cell multi-omics (10x Genomics)–mouse
Instead of myelin debris removal (Miltenyi), Percoll (Cytiva 17-0891-01) mixed with HBSS was used to generate a percoll gradient of

38% to remove myelin debris. Immediately after debris removal, cells were stained with DAPI (0.5 mg/ml, D9542, Sigma) and sorted

on a FACS Aria III cell sorter (BD Biosciences). Sox10-GFP+/DAPI- cells were collected in PBS + 0.5% BSA. The pool of cells was

then lysed and washed according to the Demonstrated Protocol: Nuclei Isolation for Single cell ATAC Sequencing (10x Genomics)

with modifications from the Demonstrated Protocol: Nuclei Isolation for Single Cell Multiome ATAC + Gene Expression Sequencing

(10x Genomics) as follows: the cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 300 3 g and 4�C, resuspended in ATAC lysis buffer (containing

0.01% IGEPAL (CA-630), 0.01% Tween-20, 0.001% Digitonin, 1% BSA, 1 mM DTT, 1 U/ul RNase inhibitor, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4,

10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2) and incubated on ice for 3 min. After the incubation, wash buffer (containing 0.1% Tween-20, 1% BSA,

1mMDTT, 1 U/ul RNase inhibitor, 10mMTris-HCl pH 7.4, 10mMNaCl, 3mMMgCl2) was added on topwithoutmixing and the nuclei

were centrifuged for 5 min at 5003 g and 4�C. Nuclei were washed once in Diluted Nuclei buffer (10x Genomics) containing 1%BSA,

1 mM DTT and 1 U/ul RNase inhibitor, and incubated for 60 min at 37�C in tagmentation mix (10x Genomics). The Chromium Next

GEM Single Cell Multiome ATAC + Gene Expression v1 Chemistry was used to create single nuclei ATAC and RNA libraries from

the same cell. Two EAE and two CFA-Ctr animals were used for independent replicates. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina

Novaseq 6000 with a 50-8-24-49 read setup for ATAC (minimum 25,000 read pairs per cell) and a 28-10-10-90 read setup for

RNA (minimum 20,000 read pairs per cell).

Single-cell multi-omics (10x Genomics)–human
Tissue samples and associated clinical and neuropathological data were supplied by the Multiple Sclerosis Society Tissue Bank,

funded by the Multiple Sclerosis Society of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, registered charity 207495. All procedures used by

the Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s Tissue Bank at Imperial College London in the procurement, storage and distribution of tissue

have been approved by the relevant Multicentre Research Ethics Committee (18/WA/0238). Samples were collected under the IRAS

Project ID: 246227. Nuclei were isolated from two 10mg fresh-frozen human gray matter brain samples ( PD003 - Male, age 58, Post

Mortem Interval (PMI) 9 hours, RNA Integraty Number (RIN) 8.9; PD004 -Male, age 90, PMI 12 hours, RIN 7.8), using Nuclei Pure Prep

Nuclei Isolation Kit (Sigma Aldrich) with the following modifications. The tissue was lysed in Nuclei Pure Lysis Solution with 0.1%

Triton X, 1mM DTT and 0.4U/ul SUPERase-In� RNase Inhibitor (ThermoFisher Scientific) freshly added before use, and homoge-

nized with the help first of a 23G and then of a 29G syringe. Cold 1.8M Sucrose Cushion Solution, prepared immediately before

use with the addition of1mM DTTand 0.4U/ul RNase Inhibitor, was added to the suspensions before they were filtered through a

30mm strainer. The lysates were then carefully and slowly layered on top of 1.8M Sucrose Cushion Solution previously added in
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new Eppendorf tubes. Samples were centrifuged for 45min at 16,0003 g at 4�C. Pellets were re-suspended in Nuclei Storage Buffer

with RNase Inhibitor, transferred in new Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged twice for 5min at 5003 g at 4�C. Finally purified nuclei were

re-suspended in Nuclei Storage Buffer with RNase Inhibitor, stainedwith trypan blue and counted using Countess II (Life technology).

After count, nuclei permeabilization was carried out following the demonstrated protocol for Single Cell Multiome ATAC + Gene

Expression Sequencing from 10x Genomics. A total of 12,000 estimated nuclei from each sample were used for the transposition

step and then loaded on the Chromium Next GEM Single Cell Chip J. ATAC library and gene expression library construction was

performed using the Chromium Next GEM Single Cell Multiome ATAC + Gene Expression kit, according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions. Libraries were sequenced using Illumina NovaSeq 6000 System andNovaSeq 6000 S2Reagent Kit v1.5 (100 cycles), aim-

ing at a minimum sequencing depth of 30K reads/nucleus.

Tissue dissociation for primary OPC cultures
Brains from P4-P6 mouse pups were collected and dissociated with the neural tissue dissociation kit (P; 130-092-628, Miltenyi), ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s protocol. OPCs were obtained by either FACS with Sox10-GFP+ selection or by MACS with CD140a

microbeads (Cd140a microbead kit, 130-101-547, Miltenyi). For each experiment, multiple brains were pooled to obtain a sufficient

number of cells.

Primary OPC culture
Cells were seeded on poly-L-lysine (P4707, Sigma) coated plates (150,000 cells in 3.8cm2 -12 well) and grown with OPC proliferation

media consisting of DMEM/F12, GlutaMAX (10565018, Thermo Fisher Scientific), N2 supplement (17502001, Thermo Fisher

Scientific) NeuroBrew 21 (130-097-263, Miltenyi), penicillin-streptomycin (50 Units/ml penicillin, 50 mg/ml streptomycin,

15140122, Thermo Fisher Scientific), PDGFaa (20 ng/ml, 315-17, PeproTech) and bFGF (40 ng/ml, 100-18B, PeproTech). Cells

were treated with IFNg (100 ng/ml, 485-MI-100, R&D) for 48 h.

EZH2 inhibition
OPCprimary cells were treatedwith EZH2 inhibitor (EPZ011989, 1.5 mM,S7805, Selleckchem) for 4 days, renewing the inhibitor every

48 h. After 4 days, IFNg (100 ng/ml) was added for 6 h together with 1.5 mM EZH2 inhibitor.

Transcription factor knockdowns
For the transcription factor knockdowns siGENOME SMARTpool siRNA targeting non-target Ctr (D-001206-13-05, Dharmacon),

Stat1 (M-058881-02-0005, Dharmacon), or Bach1 (M-042956-01-0005, Dharmacon) was used, which contains a pool of 4 siRNA’s.

1 mg of siRNAwas diluted in OPTIMEM (31985062, Gibco), mixed with lipofectamine2000 (11668027, Invitrogen) and allowed to form

complexes for 20 min at room temperature. OPC primary cells were then incubated with the siRNA complexes in DMEM/F12, Glu-

taMAX (10565018, Thermo Fisher Scientific) media without any supplements for 4 h after which themediumwas replacedwith normal

OPC proliferation media. After 48 h, IFNg (100 ng/ml) was added for 6 h.

Bulk ATAC-seq
ATAC-seq was performed as previously described (Buenrostro et al., 2013) with minor adaptations. Primary OPCs were incubated

with TrypLE (Gibco #12605010) at 37�C for 5 min and collected in cell culture media. 60,000 cells per condition were washed with

PBS and lysed with lysis buffer (containing 0.1% IGEPAL (CA-630), 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2) and centri-

fuged for 20 min at 5003 g and 4�C. Cells were then resuspended in tagmentation mix (dH2O, 2x TD buffer [Wang et al., 2013] and

Tn5 enzyme [Picelli et al., 2014]) for 30 min at 37�C. The DNA was purified pre- and post-PCR with the MinElute purification kit (Qia-

gen) and then PAGE purified to remove adapter dimers. Three replicates per condition were performed with primary OPCs obtained

from different litters. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina Novaseq 6000 with a 50-8-8-50 read setup.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR
Cells were collected with qiazol (Qiagen) and stored at -80�C until further processing. RNA was extracted with the miRNeasy mini kit

(Qiagen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Contaminating DNA was degraded by treatment of the samples with RNase-

free DNase (Qiagen) in column. 350 ng RNA was used to synthesize cDNA with the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit

(Applied Biosystems) including RNase inhibitor (Applied Biosystems), with annealing for 10 min at 25�C and extending for 2 h at 37�C
and inactivation for 5 min at 85�C. The cDNA was diluted 1:5 in H2O and 2,5 ml was used in the qRT-PCR reactions with 5 ml of Fast

SYBR� Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and 5 pmol of each primer in a final volume of 10 ml. The reactions were run on a

StepOnePlus� System (Applied Biosystems) in duplicate and with reverse transcriptase negative reactions to control for genomic

DNA. The running conditions were 20 s at 95�C , followed by 40 cycles of 3 s of 95�C and 30 s of 60�C , then 15 s at 95�C , 1 minute at

60�C , and 15 s at 95�C . Melt curves were generated to control for primer dimers and gene-specific peaks. Relative standard curves

for each gene were generated to obtain relative expression values. Ubc and b-Act were run as housekeeping genes. Expression

levels were then calculated by dividing the relative expression value by the value of the geometric mean of the housekeeping genes.

Samples were normalized per experiment. Three or four replicates per experiment were performed with primary OPCs obtained from

different litters. Primers were designed with the qPCR primer database (Zeisel et al., 2013), sequences used are as follows: Ubc-fw
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50-agg tca aac agg aag aca gac gta-30, Ubc-rv 50-tca cac cca aga aca agc aca-30, b-Act-fw 50-ctc tgg ctc cta gca cca tga aga-30,
b-Act-rv 50-gta aaa cgc agc tca gta aca gtc cg-30, Nlrc5-fw 50-ccg tgg tac tca cat ttg cc-30, Nlrc5-rv 50-cct tcg aga tct ctg gga

ca-30, Psmb8-fw 50-cct tac ctg ctt ggc acc at-30, Psmb8-rv 50-atg ctg cag aca cgg aga tg-30, H2-q7-fw 50-ata cct gca gct cgg gaa

g-30, H2-q7-rv 50-agc acc ata aga cct ggg gt-30, Ciita-fw 50-ctg gca cag gtc tct cca gt-30, Ciita-rv 50-tac tga ggc tgc ttg aag gg-30,
H2-aa-fw 50-gct cag cct ctg tgg agg t-30, H2-aa-rv 50-tgt act ggc caa tgt ctc ca-30, H2-ab1-fw 50-gca gac aca act acg agg gg-30,
H2-ab1-rv 50-agt gtt gtg gtg gtt gag gg-30, Cd74-fw 50-ctg gat gaa gca gtg gct ct-30, Cd74-rv 50-ccc agg cca gaa gat agg tc-30,
Stat1-fw 50-aac atg ctg gtg aca gag cc-30, Stat1-rv 50-tgc caa ctc aac acc tct ga-30, Bach1-fw 50-tcg aga atc gta ggc cag ac-30,
Bach1-rv 50-tgg cag tgt agg caa act ga-30, Hmox1-fw 50-gcc gag aat gct gag ttc at-30, Hmox1-rv 50-tcc agg gcc gtg tag ata tg-30.

RNA-seq
0.1–1 mg RNAwas used to make RNA-seq libraries with the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep Gold kit (Illumina), according to

themanufacturer’s instructions. Four replicates per condition for the IFNg experiment, three replicates for the EZH2i experiment, and

four replicates for each of the transcription factor knockdowns were performed with primary OPCs obtained from different litters.

Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina Novaseq 6000 with a 150-8-8-150 read setup.

Cut&Run
Cut&Run was performed as previously described (Skene and Henikoff, 2017) with minor adaptations. Primary OPCs were incubated

with TrypLE (Gibco #12605010) at 37�C for 5 min and collected in cell culture media. Cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 3003 g and

room temperature and then resuspended in wash buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM Spermidine, 0.01 % BSA,

1x Roche Complete Protease Inhibitor tablet). 250,000 cells per condition were centrifuged for 3 mint 6003 g and room temperature

and resuspended in wash buffer. Activated Concanavalin-A beads (Bangs Laboratories BP531) in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES pH

7.5, 10 mMKCl, 1 mMCaCl2, 1 mMMnCl2) was added to each condition and incubated for 10 min on a rotator at room temperature.

Beads with nuclei were now kept on a magnetic stand and washed with Dig-wash buffer (0.05% digitonin in wash buffer). After dis-

carding the liquid, beads were resuspended with primary antibody in antibody buffer (2 mM EDTA in Dig-wash buffer) and incubated

overnight at 4�C on a nutator. Then beads were washed with freshly prepared Dig-wash buffer and incubated with 2 mg/ml Protein A-

MNase (Schmid et al., 2004) in Dig-wash buffer for 1 h at 4�C on a nutator. After two washes with Dig-wash buffer and one wash with

low-salt rinse buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.05% digitonin) ice-cold incubation buffer (3.5 mM HEPES pH 7.5,

10 mMCaCl2, 0.05% digitonin) was added to the beads which were subsequently placed in a metal block in an ice-water bath main-

tained at 0�C for 5 min. The beads were then placed on a magnet stand and liquid discarded. Stop buffer (170 mM NaCl, 20 mM

EGTA, 0.05% digitonin, 50 mg/mL RNase A, 25 mg/mL glycogen, 2 pg/ml Yeast spike-in DNA) was added to the beads and incubated

for 30 min at 37�C. Beads were placed on a magnet stand and supernatant was collected. 2 mL of 10% SDS and 2.5 mL of 20 mg/ml

Proteinase Kwas added to the supernatant and incubated for 1 h at 50�C. DNA from the samples was purified using theMinElute PCR

purification kit (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Antibodies were used against H3K27me3 (Cell Signaling

9733S; rabbit; 1 mg), H3K4me3 (Diagenode C15410003-50; rabbit; 1 mg), H3K27ac (Abcam ab177178; rabbit; 1 mg) and CTCF

(Cell Signaling 3418S; rabbit; 1:100).

Sequencing libraries were prepared using KAPA HyperPrep kit (Roche #07962363001) and KAPA Unique Dual-Indexed Adapters

(Roche #08861919702), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, but with the following adjustments: two post-adapter ligation

clean-ups were performed using 0.7 3 and 1.1 3 AMPure XP beads, respectively. PAGE purification was performed on the post-

amplification libraries to remove remaining adapter dimers. Two or three replicates per condition for the IFNg experiment and three

replicates for the EZH2i experiment were performed with primary OPCs obtained from different litters. Libraries were sequenced on

the Illumina Novaseq 6000 with a 50-8-8-50 read setup.

CUT&Tag for STAT1
CUT&Tag was performed as previously described (Kaya-Okur et al., 2019) with minor adaptations. Primary OPCs were washed from

the plate with PBS at room temperature. Cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 3003 g and room temperature and then resuspended in

wash buffer (20 mMHEPES pH 7.5, 150mMNaCl, 0.5 mMSpermidine, 13 Roche Complete Protease Inhibitor tablet). 100,000 cells

per condition were centrifuged for 5 min at 3003 g and room temperature and resuspended in wash buffer. Activated Concanavalin-

A beads (Bangs Laboratories BP531) in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mMMnCl2) was added to

each condition and incubated for 10min on a rotator at room temperature. Beads with nuclei were now kept on amagnetic stand and

washed twice with Antibody buffer (2mM EDTA, 0.1% BSA and 0.05% digitonin in wash buffer). After discarding the liquid, beads

were resuspended with primary antibody (STAT1, Cell Signaling 14994S; rabbit, monoclonal, 1:100) in antibody buffer and incubated

overnight at 4�C on a rotator. Then beads were washed with freshly prepared Dig-wash buffer (0.05% digitonin in wash buffer) and

incubated with secondary antibody (guinea pig anti-rabbit, NBP1-72763, Novus biologicals, 1:100) in Dig-wash buffer on a rotator for

30–60min. After threewasheswith Dig-wash buffer, the beadswere incubatedwith pA-Tn5 (Kaya-Okur et al., 2019) adapter complex

(1:250) in Dig-300-wash buffer (300mM NaCl and 0.05% digitonin in wash buffer) and incubated for 1 h at room temperature on a

rotator. After two washes with Dig-300-wash buffer, the beads were resuspended in tagmentation buffer (10 mM MgCl2, 300mM

NaCl and 0.05% digitonin in wash buffer) and incubated at 37�C for 1 h in a PCR cycler with heated lid. To stop the tagmentation

reaction and to solubilize DNA fragments, 2.5 mL of 0.5M EDTA, 5 mL 10% SDS, and 2 mL of 20 mg/ml Proteinase K were added
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to the beads, followed by an incubation of 1 h at 55�C. DNA from the samples was purified using the ZymoDNAClean &Concentrator

kit (D4014, Zymo), according to themanufacturer’s instructions, then amplified according to the number of cycles analyzedwith qRT-

PCR. SPRI bead (B23317, Beckman Coulter) purification was performed on the post-amplification libraries to remove remaining

adapter dimers. Three replicates per condition were performed with primary OPCs obtained from different litters. Libraries were

sequenced on the Illumina Nextseq 500/550 with 37-8-8-37 bp setup.

H3K27ac-HiChIP
HiChIP was performed as previously described (Mumbach et al., 2016) with minor adaptations. Primary OPCs were incubated with

TrypLE (Gibco #12605010) at 37�C for 5 min and collected in cell culture media. 1-3 million cells were washed once with PBS and

crosslinked using freshly prepared 1% formaldehyde (Methanol-free, Pierce, 28906) diluted in PBS for 10 min at room temperature

with gentle rotation. Formaldehyde was quenched by addition of glycine (125 mM) and incubated for 5 min at room temperature with

gentle rotation. Fixed cells were then washed once with ice-cold PBS, flash frozen, and stored at � 80�C until further processing.

Chromatin was sonicated using the covariesME220with settings 75 PIP, 5%duty cycle, and 200 cycles/burst for 2min (for 1–3milion

cells). The immunoprecipitation was performed using 2 mg H3K27ac antibody (Abcam, Ab177178) and 20 ml protein A dynabeads

(Thermo Fisher, 007613560), with 0.75 ml in-house produced Tn5 for tagmentation, and 15–16 cycles of final PCR amplification

(NEBNext High Fidelity 2x PCR mastermix, M0541L). Barcoded libraries were gel-purified, quantified using bioanalyzer, and mixed

in equimolar ratio. Three replicates per condition were performed with primary OPCs obtained from different litters. Libraries were

sequenced on an Illumina Novaseq 6000 with a 50-8-8-50 read setup.

Western Blot
Cells were collected in 2x Laemmli buffer (120mMTris-HCl pH 6.8, 4%SDS, 20%glycerol) and sonicated for 5min at high power with

30s on/off cycles at 4�C. Protein concentrations weremeasured with nanodrop and equalized with 23 Laemmli buffer. Bromophenol

blue (0.1%) and B-Mercaptoethanol (10%) were added to the protein prior to a 5-min incubation at 95�C to denature the protein.

Equal volumes were loaded on 4%–20%Mini-Protean TGX precast protein gels (4561094, Bio-Rad) and transferred to a PVDFmem-

brane (GE Healthcare) activated in methanol. Membranes were then blocked in blocking buffer (containing TBS, 0.1% Tween-20 and

5% BSA) for 1 h at room temperature and incubated overnight with primary antibody (diluted in blocking buffer) at 4�C. The mem-

branes were then washed 3 times 10 min in TBS-t (TBS, 0.1% Tween-20) and incubated with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated

secondary antibody for 2 h at room temperature. Proteins were exposedwith ECL prime (GEHealthcare) at a ChemiDox XRS imaging

system (Bio-Rad). Primary antibodies were used against H3K27me3 (rabbit monoclonal, 9733S, Cell Signaling, 1:1000) or GAPDH

(rabbit monoclonal, 5174S, Cell Signaling, 1:1000) and as secondary antibody anti-rabbit (A6667, Sigma, 1:5000)

scATAC-seq 10X Genomics preprocessing
scATAC-seq (10XGenomics) data were processedwith default parameters with cellranger-atac (version 1.2.0) count function. Reads

were aligned to mm10 reference genome. As part of cellranger-atac pipeline, peaks were called individually for each of the samples

and then merged. Normalized single peak-barcode matrix combining all the samples was calculated with the parameter cellranger-

atac aggr –normalize=depth, by subsampling all the fragments to the same effective depth to avoid batch effects introduced by

sequencing depth, which resulted in a median fragments per cell of 21836. The number of fragments in peaks, the fraction of

fragments in peaks, and the ratio of reads in ENCODE blacklist sites computed by cellranger-atac were used as QC metrics in

downstream processing with the package Signac v0.25 https://satijalab.org/signac/. scATAC 10X Genomics cells with the following

metrics were selected: peak_region_fragments > 1000 & peak_region_fragments < 20000 & pct_reads_in_peaks > 15 & blacklist_ra-

tio < 0.05 & nucleosome_signal < 10 & TSS_enrichment_score > 2, which resulted in 4895 cells.

scATAC-seq Pi-ATAC preprocessing
scATAC-seq (Pi-ATAC) data were processed following the https://carldeboer.github.io/brockman.html pipeline (de Boer and Regev,

2018). Reads were trimmed and aligned to mm10 reference genome using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Reads with

alignment quality less than Q30, incorrectly paired, and mapped to mitochondria were discarded. Duplicates were removed using

Picard tools. Peaks were called individually for each sample using MACS2 (Zhang et al., 2008) (https://github.com/macs3-

project/MACS) with the following parameters -q 0.05 –nomodel -molambda –shift -100 –extsize 200 -call-summits. Called peaks

were merged using bedtools mergebed and the peaks overlapping ENCODE blacklisted regions were removed. The summit peaks

were resized and extended to the same size and used as input in chromVAR (Schep et al., 2017) to get the fragment counts in peaks,

using as input all the individual cell bam files. Fraction of fragments per peak was calculated and filtered using chromVAR resulting in

1029 cells. The output fragments matrix and peak annotations were used as input for Seurat (Butler et al., 2018) to perform non-linear

dimension reduction, normalization and clustering.

Normalization and clustering of scATAC-seq
Normalization and linear dimensional reduction were performed with Signac (Butler et al., 2018). Signac v1.1.0 (Stuart et al., 2020)

first performs a frequency-inverse document frequency normalization (TF-IDF), which normalizes across cells and peaks. Then, a

feature selection was performed using all the peaks as input. The dimensional reduction was performed on the TF-IDF normalized
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matrix with the selected peaks using a singular value decomposition (SVD). RunUMAP, FindNeighbors and Findclusters functions

from Seurat v3.2.1 (Butler et al., 2018) were used for clustering and visualization with 30 dimensions.

Gene activity scores and integration with scRNA-seq data
We assumed correlation between promoter accessibility and gene expression. First, different promoter lengths were tested (2 Kb, 1

Kb, 500 bp and including the region around the TSS). We extracted the gene coordinates and extended them to include the different

promoter lengths. Then, the number of reads from the pooled scATAC-seq samples intersecting the coordinates were counted to

calculate a pseudobulk accessibility score. Using scRNA-seq from Falcão et al. (2019), we generated pseudo-bulk scRNA-seq signal

for each of the annotated OLG andMiGl cell types and calculated normalized gene expression for the pooled cells. We directly corre-

lated the pooled scATAC accessibility score over the tested promoter regions and pooled gene expressions. The promoter length

with highest Spearman correlation coefficient between pseudobulk scATAC and scRNA samples was selected, 500 bp. However,

500-bp promoters only showed a slight improvement in the correlation value, 500 bp Spearman correlation rho for 500bp �0.62,

1Kb �0.59 and 2Kb �0.56.

Final gene activities were computed over the 500-bp region upstream of the TSS of annotations with the ENSEMBL79 biotype pro-

tein_coding using Signac. scATAC-seq cells were annotated based on scRNA-seq data from Falcão et al. (2019). The shared correla-

tionpatternsbetweengeneactivity and thescRNA-seqannotatedexpressionmatrix fromFalcãoet al. (2019)werecalculated inSignac/

Seurat (Butler et al., 2018) with FindTransferAnchors function, using as reference precomputed scRNA-seq and query scATAC activity

scores. Using the classification score of minimum 0.4 the scATAC-seq cells were annotated. Manual checking of the classification

scores identifiedmismatches from incorrect classified cells, where somecells fromEAE or Ctr were incorrectly classified,wemanually

curated the final annotations and discarded cells that showed ambiguity. A small subset of cells from EAEmice were classified as Ctr-

MOL populations and vice versa, revealing a certain degree of ambiguity in the promoter-based scATAC-seq classification score (Fig-

ure S1D). These cells were manually corrected as MOL-EAE and MOL-Ctr (Figure 1D) and not included in further analysis directly

comparing the two conditions. Single-cell tracks were obtained with samtools 1.10 using the CB tag from cellranger-atac aligned

bam files and the cluster cell type annotations.

Differentially accessible peaks
Differential accessibility was calculated between cell type clusters and within cell types between EAE and Ctr conditions with Signac

with parametersmin.pct = 0.2, test.use = LR , latent.vars = peak_region_fragments. For each of the peaks the closest gene was found

using closestFeature function combined with EnsDb.Musmusculus.v79 annotations. Identified genes were used in downstream an-

alyses such as, for instance, GO. Unique peaks and gene lists per cluster cell type were obtained by comparing unique lists of can-

didates with adjusted p value less than 0.05.

Gene ontology analysis
GO analysis was performed with ClueGO (version 2.5.5) (Bindea et al., 2009) plug-in Cytoscape (version 3.7.2) (Smoot et al., 2011)

with the following settings: GO Biological process, minimum GO level: 3, Max GO level: 8, minimum number of genes: 3, minimum

percentage 4.0, correction methods: bonferroni step down, p value cutoff: 0.05. GREAT v4.0.4 (McLean et al., 2010) was performed

on EAE-enriched peaks regions for MOL1/2, MOL5/6 and OPCs Mouse: GRCm38 (UCSC mm10, Dec 2011) with whole-genome

background regions and basal plus extension gene regulatory domain definition (with proximal 5 kb upstream, 1 kb downstream,

plus distal up to 1,000 kb on GO biological process categories and mouse genotype-phenotype associations mapped to human

genes. Combined statistical tests include the binomial test over genomic regions and the hypergeometric test over genes. The sig-

nificance threshold used for FDR corrected q-values was 0.05.

scATAC peaks annotations
Peaks were annotated using HOMER v4.11 (Heinz et al., 2010) with annotatePeaks.pl and gencode.vM20 annotations for all the

peaks used in the analysis and for the set of peaks that showed differential accessibility between EAE- and Ctr-OLG. For the donut

plots the basic annotations are shown.

MS-associated SNPs
To enable comparison betweenmouse open chromatin regions and humanMS-associated SNPs, liftOver was used with parameters

minMatch=0.5 to convert mm10 coordinates to hg19 genomic coordinates. Then, as a double check, we reciprocally lifted back

the coordinates to mm10 and retrieved only the peaks that mapped to the original position. To define the set of peaks used in the

analysis, the properly aligned reads from annotated OLG cell types and MiGl were combined to generate pseudobulk ATAC-

seq bam files specific for each cell type. Then, peak calling was performed for each of the annotated cell types, MACS2 with param-

eters -q 0.05 –nomodel -molambda –shift -100 –extsize 200. Peaks were sorted and merged to non-overlapping meta peaks. Using

bedtools intersect -wo the set of SNPs overlapping open chromatin regions were retrieved. In Figure 8, the signal of the mouse

scATAC-seq is shown in mm10 reference, signal of the human scATAC-seq is shown in hg38 and the SNPs coordenates have
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been liftOver to the correspondent reference. MOL, MiGl, and OPC scATAC-seq peaks from healthy donors in hg38 (Corces et al.,

2020) were liftOver to hg19. Using bedtools intersect –wo with the selected SNPs with evidence from mouse scATAC-seq liftOver

peaks the intersecting hg19 peaks were retrieved.

Cell type specific (CTS) LD score regression (https://github.com/bulik/ldsc/wiki/Cell-type-specific-analyses) (Finucane et al.,

2018) was used to estimate the enrichment coefficient of each OLG and MiGl cluster with different sets of Ctr peaks and a merged

set of all significant peaks in the study as background. Gene set enrichments were calculated with MAGMA (de Leeuw et al., 2015)

v1.06 with the following parameters: –annotate_window = 10,1.5 –gene_loc = NCBI37.gene.loc with specifically formatted summary

statistics. Summary statistics and SNPs locations were obtained from International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium (2019)

and Factor et al. (2020).

MS GWAS loci overlapping
The GREGOR suite (Schmidt et al., 2015) was used for calculating the intersection of MS variants GWAS loci in peaks of interest: (1)

specific for MiGl, OPC, MOL2, andMOL56 in EAE and controls from the scATAC-seq, (2) significant peaks from bulk ATAC-seq IFNg

induced and Ctr, (3) scATAC-seq peaks specific for OLIGO, MiGl , InhNeu (Inhibitory neurons), ExcNeu (Excitatory neurons), NigNeu

(Nigral neurons), ASTRO (Astrocytes), and OPCs from human control samples, and (4) scATAC-seq peaks specific for OLIGO, MiGL,

OPCs, ASTRO (Astrocytes), EXCTNEU (Excitatory neurons), INHNEU (Inhibitory neurons), ENDO (endothelial) from human brain gray

matter single-cell multi-omics samples, as shown in Table S8. As a random control each peak set was shuffled using bedtools.

LiftOver to hg19 was used for mouse datasets as explained above.

TF motifs differential accessibility
Motif activity between single cells was calculated using chromVAR (Schep et al., 2017). Motif variability was calculated for all cells

on the selected peaks from Seurat/Signac (Butler et al., 2018) analysis with chromVARmotifs library, mouse_pwms_v2, motifs. For

visualization purposes the top 100 most variable motifs were selected to build a matrix of the normalized deviation scores, Z scores,

as is shown in the heatmap in Figure 4A. Deviation Z scores from chromVAR are shown on the UMAP coordinates in Figure 4B.

Signac was used to identify the overrepresented TF motifs in the sets of differentially accessible peaks between cell types and

between EAE versus Ctr in OLG. Signac performs a hypergeometric test to get the probability of observing a specific motif at a given

frequency by chance. The motif enrichment was performed with the chromVARmotifs PWM mouse_pwms_v2 library. Then, we

cross-checked expression levels of the significantly enriched motifs in the scRNA-seq data from (Falcão et al., 2019) to select a

set of TFs for further analysis, Table S4.

The distribution of the binding sites was annotated using HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) annotatepeaks.pl with the basic annotations.

The closest geneswere assigned to the predicted binding sites to count the number of genes per cell type cluster for each specific TF.

Bulk ATAC-seq alignment and peak calling
ATAC-seq samples were processed separately following the standard ENCODE pipeline for ATAC-seq samples, https://www.

encodeproject.org/pipelines/ENCPL792NWO/. Adapters were detected and trimmed, and reads were aligned to mouse genome

(GRCm38/mm10) using Bowtie2, with default parameters. After filtering mitochondrial DNA, reads properly paired were retained

and multimapped reads, with MAPQ< 30, were removed using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009). PCR duplicates were removed using Mark-

Duplicates (Picard - latest version 1.126), http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/. ATAC-seq peaks were called using MACS2 https://

github.com/taoliu/MACS, with parameters -g mm -q 0.05–nomodel–shift �100–extsize 200 -B –broad. For visualization and further

analyses, the replicates were merged using SAMtools (Love et al., 2014) and tracks were normalized using Deeptools bamcoverage.

Bulk RNA-seq alignment and differential gene expression
The bulk RNA-seq samples were preprocessed for adapter/quality trimming and then aligned to the transcriptome using STAR (Do-

bin et al., 2013) version 2.7 –quantMode –sjdbOverhang 99 with EnsEMBLv75 gtf annotations. Only uniquely mapped reads were

retained for downstream analysis using SAMtools. Aligned samples were converted to bedgraph files using Deeptools bamcoverage

for each strand and normalized to total of reads. Filtered fastq files were used in Salmon 0.8.2 to recover the raw reads counts and

transcript per million (TPM) values per transcript and gene. The differential gene expression analysis was performed with Deseq2

(Love et al., 2014). Results fromdifferential expression were plot using Enhancedvolcano packagewith log2 fold change and adjusted

p value from Deseq2.

CUT&RUN alignment and processing
Cut&Run samples were processed with the pipeline CUT&RUNTools that includes reads trimming, alignment (Bowtie2 mm10 refer-

ence genome) and peak calling with MACS2 https://bitbucket.org/qzhudfci/cutruntools/src/master/. For TF Cut&Run samples the

narrow peaks with <120bp fragments were used and for histone modifications broad peaks from all the fragments were used in

downstream analysis (Zhu et al., 2019).

Differential CUT&RUN enrichments were calculated using pyicos over the previously defined 500-bp promoter regions. Using bed-

tools intersect bam, all the reads intersecting called peaks were counted and used to calculate enrichment fold change with pyicos
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(Althammer et al., 2011) pyicoenrich -counts –pseudocount parameters. Z score-associated p value and Benjamini Hochberg cor-

rected p value were computed in R 2*(pnorm(-abs(zscore)) and p.adjust method=BH.

HiChIP
Paired-end sequencing reads from HiChIP experiments were aligned to mm10 genome and filtered for duplicates using the HiC-Pro

pipeline. The pipeline’s hicpro2juicebox.sh script was used to generate .hic files, which were loaded into Juicebox for viewing con-

tact maps.

ABC model
The ABCmodel (Fulco et al., 2019) was computed following https://github.com/broadinstitute/ABC-Enhancer-Gene-Prediction. Pro-

cessed bam files, as explained above, from bulk ATAC-seq and H3K27ac CUT&RUN fromCtr and IFNg-treated OPCswere provided

as input for the model. H3K27ac-HiChIP data from cultured primary OPCs were used to estimate contact frequency. Default param-

eters were used for generating the candidate enhancer list and for quantifying enhancer activity. Regulatory loops with an ABC

score > 0.05 were used for downstream analyses.

Correlation between expression and chromatin accessibility
The pseudobulk scATAC reads per annotated cell type were intersected with Bedtools bedcoverage with 500-bp promoter regions

mm10 reference genome EnsEmbl v75 and normalized by total number of reads and region length to get a normalized activity score

comparable to normalized expression values. Pseudobulk gene expression and pseudobulk activities at promoters were combined

and clustered based on enrichment in EAE compared to Ctr.

For bulk RNA-seq and ATAC-seq Ctr-OPCs and IFNg-treated OPCs, accessibility was calculated as the bulk ATAC-seq coverage

signal on 500-bp promoter regions. Normalized read coverage at 500 bp-promoter regions was calculated as RPKM.

Gene set types definition for single-cell and bulk samples
4 types of genes (with additional subtypes) were defined based on the expression and activity values; the non-redundant list of genes

for each type was used to doGOanalysis. Type1 (genes with increased expression in EAE and chromatin accessibility), Type2 (genes

with increased expression in EAE, but no change in chromatin accessibility), Type3 (genes with reduced expression in EAE, but no

change in chromatin accessibility), and Type4 (genes with reduced expression and chromatin accessibility in EAE) gene sets, were

defined based on the results from differential gene expression and differential accessibility. Each Type was further divided in sub-

types based on ranked expression and chromatin accessibility within the Type. For Ctr-OPCs and IFNg-treated OPCs, we defined

the types (and additional subtypes) as explained above for the single-cell samples. For plotting, the resulting Types ComplexHeat-

map (Gu et al., 2016) was used.

Enhancer to promoter interactions from scATAC-seq
Predictions of enhancer to promoter interactions were performed using the R package ArchR (Granja et al., 2020) Peak2gene func-

tion with cutoff 0.5 and resolution 1, which integrates scRNA-seq and scATAC-seq information to correlate expression and

accessibility.

Predicted putative enhancers coordenates from peak2gene output were used to calculate the aggregated normalized scATAC-

seq signal for different gene Types in different celltypes. scATAC-seq signal was counted using; bedtools multicov -bams and

normalizing thw signal by putative enhancer length and total number of reads.

CUT&RUN peaks intersection
Peakswere annotatedwith HOMERAnnotatePeaks.pl to basic annotations. All the peaks annotated to genes from Type1 (geneswith

increased expression in EAE and chromatin accessibility) and Type2 (genes with increased expression in EAE, but no change in chro-

matin accessibility) were intersect with bedtools intersect –c to Ctr-OPCs and IFNg-treated OPCs peaks to build the intersection ma-

trix. Upset plots were built with R package Upset.

Number of predicted interactions in Ctr-OPCs and IFNg treated OPCs
For each of the differentially upregulated genes in IFNg-treated OPC genes the number of interactions predicted with H3K27ac ABC

model was counted in ctr and IFNg-treated conditions.

Single-cell multi-omics (mouse) data processing
Single-cell multi-ome mouse (10X Genomics) data were processed with default parameters with cellranger-arc (v2.0.0) count func-

tion. Reads were aligned to mm10 (ata-cellranger-arc-mm10-2020-A-2.0.0) reference genome. Normalized single feature-barcode

matrix combining all the samples from both modalities was calculated with the parameter cellranger-arc aggr with default parame-

ters, samples were normalized to depth for both ATAC and gene expressionmodalities, which resulted in amedian fragments per cell

of 12,928, median UMI counts per cell of 4,240, median genes per cell of 1,849 and 5,769 cells.
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We used Cellranger-arc called peaks for preQCmeasurements. After QCwe runmacs2 whithin Seurat/Signac to call the peaks, to

recover consistent peak set within the whole dataset. For downstrean analyses, we combined Signac v1.4.0 and Seurat v4.0.0 joint

RNA and ATAC analysis. We used as QC metrics nCount_ATAC < 100000 & nCount_RNA < 25000 & nCount_ATAC > 500 &

nCount_RNA > 500 & nucleosome_signal < 2 & TSS.enrichment > 1, which resulted in 5,264 cells.

Gene activity was calculated over the 500-bp promoter regions of annotated protein_coding genes from mm10 EnsEmbl79.

Pooled replicates cells were identified based on CHRX and CHRYmodule score calculated from BiomaRt. Data processing was per-

formed in RNA and ATAC modalities separately with Seurat/Signac. RNA modality was integrated with Harmony (Korsunsky et al.,

2019) based on sample variable, normalized and dimension reduction PCA, dims=1:50. For the ATACmodality, we performed latent

semantic indexing (LSI) on the Harmony integrated space for dims=2:50. Using the weighted nearest neighbor (WNN) from Seurat v4,

we computed the joint neighbor graph of RNA and ATAC modalities. We run FindClusters in the ATAC graph, RNA graph, and joint

WNN graph. Cells were annotated using transfer_anchors on the RNA modality to Falcão et al. (2019) scRNA-seq data and manually

curated based on known genemarkers, which allowed us to identify Astrocyte cells. By annotating the data to the Falcão et al. (2019)

reference, we can compare the cell clusters indentified in the scATAC-seq data to the single-cell multi ome cells clusters. We then

called again the peaks using MACS2 on the identified cell clusters.

Single-cell multiomics (human) data processing
Single-cell multiome human (10XGenomics) data samples were processedwith default parameters with cellranger-arc (v2.0.0) count

function. Reads were aligned to GRCh38 (refdata-cellranger-arc-GRCh38-2020-A-2.0.0) reference genome , which resulted for each

sample PD003 and PD004 of a median fragments per cell of 21422/22379, median UMI counts per cell of 7407/8189, median genes

per cell of 2972/3268 and 5272/4513 cells.

Normalized single feature-barcode matrix combining the two individuals from both modalities was calculated with the parameter

cellranger-arc aggr with default parameters; samples were normalized to depth for both ATAC and gene expression modalities. We

usedCellranger-arc called peaks for preQCmeasurements. After QCwe ranmacs2within Seurat/Signac to call the peaks, to recover

consistent peak set within the whole dataset. For downstrean analyses, we combined Signac v1.4.0 and Seurat v4.0.0 joint RNA and

ATAC analysis. We used as QCmetrics nCount_ATAC < 100000 & nCount_RNA < 100000 & nCount_ATAC > 1000 & nCount_RNA >

1000 & nucleosome_signal < 2 & TSS.enrichment > 1, which resulted in a total of 4,194 and 3,670 cells from each individual sample.

Dimension reduction and Findclusters were performed the same as for single-cell multi-omemouse data. Samples were integrated

using Harmony (Korsunsky et al., 2019) on the patient variable. Cells were annotated using a panel of canonical markers for main

brain cell types; ’PLP1’,’MAG’,’MOG’,’OPALIN’ for Oligocendrocytes. ’PDGFRA’,’SOX6’,’BCAN’ for OPCs. ’FGFR3’,’GFAP’,’SL-

C14A1’,’AQP4’ for Astrocytes. ’P2RY12’,’SPP1’,’CSF1R’,’IRF8’ for Microglia. ’SLC17A7’,’FEZF2’,’RORB’ for Excitatory Neurons.

’GAD1’,’ADARB2’,’LHX6’ for Inhibitory Neurons. ’CLDN5’,’FLT1’,’EPAS1’, ’EPS8’,’LAMA2’ for Endothelial and Stromal cells. In order

to get clear celltypes on the ATAC called peaks, we discarded combinations of canonical markers from different main cell types from

the RNA expression. We then called peaks using MACS2 grouped by defined cell type.

Bulk CUT&TAG processing and peak calling
CUT&TAG data processing was following https://yezhengstat.github.io/CUTTag_tutorial/ combined with parameters from bulk

ATAC-seq processing. Alignment was performed with Bowtie2, reads were aligned tomouse genome (GRCm38/mm10) with param-

eters –end-to-end –very-sensitive –no-mixed –no-discordant –phred33 -I 10 -X 700 -p 3 –x . Peaks were called with MACS2 with

parameters,_-q 0.1 –keep-dup all. For visualization, we selected upregulated and downregulated genes from STAT1 knockdown,

log2 foldchange 1 and adjusted p value < 0.05, and plot CUT&TAG STAT1 signal around TSS of the selected genes usind Deeptools

(Ramirez et al., 2014).

Bulk RNA-seq KD alignment and processing
The bulk RNA-seq samples were preprocessed for adapter/quality trimming and then aligned to the transcriptome using STAR (Do-

bin et al., 2013) version 2.7 –quantMode –sjdbOverhang 99 with EnsEMBLv75 gtf annotations. Only uniquely mapped reads were

retained for downstream analysis using SAMtools. Aligned samples were converted to bedgraph files using Deeptools bamcoverage

for each strand and normalized to total of reads. Filtered fastq files were used in Salmon 0.8.2 to recover the raw reads counts and

transcript per million (TPM) values per transcript and gene. The differential gene expression analysis was performed with EdgeR (Mc-

Carthy et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2010) for paired samples, CalcNornFactors = TMM and design �day+condition. Results from

differential expression were plot using Enhancedvolcano package with log2 fold change and FDR from EdgeR.

GSEA in single-cell ATAC-seq
Gene set enrichment analysis was performed using escape (Borcherding et al., 2021) R package with GSEABase (Morgan et al.,

2021). GSEABase: Gene set enrichment data structures and methods. R package version 1.54.0.) Mus musculus Hallmarks. Escape

was run on the ACTIVITY assay; gene activities were calculated as the average ATAC signal per cell on the 500 bp-promoters of pro-

tein_coding annotated genes from EnsEmbl79.
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Motifs analysis around MS-associated SNP locations
SNPs were extended 500 bp upstream and downstream of the SNP location in hg19.

We used MEME v4.12.0 and run Fimo (Grant et al., 2011) with hg19.5th_order_background_model for CIS-BP (Weirauch et al.,

2014) Homo_sapiens.meme PWM on SNP extended regions. For each TF motif we retrieved pseudobulk RNA expression and

gene activity from single-cell ATAC-seq and single-cell RNA-seq. MS-associated SNP with predicted changes on TF binding site

were extracted from SNP2Tfbs ftp repository snp2tfbs_JASPAR_CORE_2014_vert.bed (Kumar et al., 2017).
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